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8 THE ENGLISH HOME

T
he changing of the seasons is one of the joys  
of living in England. Each season has its own 
innate and distinctive characteristics, and I think  
I look forward to the first signs of spring most of 

all. Tender shoots pushing their way through the soil, fattening 
leaf buds, which promise a new year of greenery, and the twitter 
of the first birds to return to our shores, all set a mood of 
optimism and possibility.

Like much of the natural world, we, too, come out of 
hibernation, reconnecting with neighbours we have scarcely 
seen across the winter, planning celebratory gatherings for 
Mothering Sunday and Easter, and reconsidering our homes 
with renewed vigour and sense of purpose. This edition is 
positively brimming with decorative inspiration and bursting 
with colour – from the decor of all our house stories to the 
special focus on blue and white (page 70) – that timeless 
combination, that we never seem to tire of. Our special 
flooring focus (page 103) offers inspiration for the often 
overlooked ‘fifth wall’ of a room. And a piece on hallway design 
(page 88) aims to help make the very best first impression.

And if, like me, you have been hit by spring fever early, you 
might feel further galvanised into action by the stories on 
decluttering. My larder has never looked so tidy – although my 
cheeks are still burning at the discovery of some scandalously 
‘vintage’ use-by-dates. 

 
 
With warmest regards,

Behind the scenes
This month I have been busy...

Visiting design studios for private previews of soon-to- 
be launched spring fabric and wallpaper collections – 
see the round-up of favourites in our next edition.
Feeling sadness on hearing that the floods in Northern 
England damaged a precious fabric archive owned by  
a printing mill, as well as challenging its print schedules.
Suspending personal scepticism about the vogue for 
‘clean’ eating; some of the latest recipes books are 
definitely faddish, even nutritionally questionable, but 
Hemsley + Hemsley’s book has delicious offerings, and 
I find myself a convert to celeriac-and-cauliflower mash.
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A letter from home

Kerryn Harper-Cuss, Editor

Follow us on Twitter @englishhometeam and 
Pinterest at pinterest.com/theenglishhome
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12 THE ENGLISH HOME THE ENGLISH HOME 13

HOMEComforts
From washed-out pastel tones to 
bursts of floral patterns, let colour 
shine forth with bright spring buys

Green view
Peppermint green is seldom used as the main 
colour choice within sitting-room schemes, perhaps 
because it seems appropriate for spring and 
summer, but less so for the winter months. Taking 
inspiration from nature, this sitting room combines 
green with tones of brown: wood grains, taupe 
fabrics and rich velvets with light green offer the 
neccesary depth for a cosy, winter-appropriate 
room with an uplifting air. 
Chatsworth sofa in Chester Velvet Hedgerow, 
£1,800; curtains in Willow Leaf Hedgerow, £36 
a metre; cushions from £38; all Laura Ashley
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12 THE ENGLISH HOME THE ENGLISH HOME 13

Comforts Comfort and colour
Take a metaphorical leaf from 
nature’s bold spring colours, and 
embolden a washed-out wicker 
seat with an unashamedly bright 
patchwork-design cushion.  
A variety of similar vintage 
fabrics and patterns available 
from £36, Roome Works

Nestling together
We have taken a fancy to this 
quirky family of birds, based 
upon a rare breed of West of 
England geese kept by HRH 
the Prince of Wales. The homely 
selection of tableware includes 
pieces designed for children. 
Highgrove Geese, from £10 for 
an egg tot, Burleigh

Comfortable perch
This solid ash bar stool affords 
the sitter a supportive backrest 
for a leisurely breakfast or 
morning coffee. The stool 
can be hand-painted in 80 
colours, or stained in one 
of four wood varieties, with 
four different levels of distress 
to choose from. 
Ash swivel bar stool, from 
£620, Chalon

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT
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ALBION
Handmade bathrooms directly from our factory

Request your brochure on: 01255 831605

or go to: www.albionbathco.com

What makes an Albion bath unique?
Our exclusive Iso Enamel material creates a difference you can feel....
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FOR WHERE TO BUY SEE ADDRESS BOOK

Just before bed
So easy to imagine this pretty 
utilityware hanging in the 
bathroom of a higgledy-piggledy 
cottage, keeping the sink area 
spick and span. 
Enamel soap-and-mug sets,  
£25, Sophie Conran  
Day and night
This versatile children’s bed has 
raised sides, making it a practical 
hideout for daytime play. An 
additional trundle slides out 
from underneath to create  
a spare bed for sleepovers.  
Charterhouse day bed with 
trundle, 202 x 100 x 94cm, 
£795, Aspace
Layers of light
Allow curtains to drape to  
the floor in pools of fabric for 
sumptuous romance. Choose  
a large-scale print to create  
a feeling of light and space.  
Floreale Grande linen fabric,  
£75 a metre, Designers Guild
Sociable area
A cleverly hidden dresser area 
houses everything needed to 
serve tea or coffee; the bi-fold 
doors open to reveal shelves 
painted in a dark, rich colour.  
Artisan kitchen, from £25,000, 
John Lewis of Hungerford

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT
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CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE
Prominent piece 
Reminiscent of an outdoor light, 
this robust steel, copper and iron 
design would be ideal in a hallway, 
boot room or outdoor office. 
Toby wall light, available from  
the end of February, £55, Loaf
Tonal mood
French-style furniture 
complements a light palette  
in a restored period home. 
Provençal dining set, £2,600; 
Provençal cane chair Louis XV 
style, £550; Pompadour chair, 
£660; four-door bookcase,  
£2,770, all Grange 
Updated combination
Simple tweaks keep the classic 
combination of florals and green 
from appearing old hat. Here, a 
modern floral print is paired with 
textured knits in a slightly 
washed-out tone, instead of 
predictable spring green.  
Osaka pink double duvet cover, 
£89; Oxford pillowcase pair, £35; 
Loops throw in Loden, £140; Loops 
pillowsham in Loden, £20; lace 
cushion in plum, £39, all Christy nFE
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18 THE ENGLISH HOME

Iris fruit bowls, £38  
and £70, Heals
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Blue Mosaic Blenheim Bath with 
nickel feet, from £7,400, Chadder

Lupin cushion, £30, Cath Kidston

SPRING REFRESH
Just as we yearn for a burst of colour in our gardens after 
the austerity of winter months, so the arrival of spring 
inspires us to feather our nests with some new, bold 

accessories. It takes only a few vibrant highlights to add 
colour refreshment: a bowl on a sideboard, a cushion on  

a bed, or a pretty new Roman blind in a colourful, yet subtle, 
print. Here are just a few uplifting additions.

New Hamble collection 
of printed fabric, £96  

a metre, Fermoie

Wild and Wolf 746 Retro telephone 
in yellow, £45, Black by Design

Limoges porcelain Peacock 
 tea pot in turquoise, £374,  

Rachel Bates Interiors

Theodora Flowers radio, 
£225, Roberts Radios, 

exclusive to Liberty

Limoges porcelain pair 
of Peacock tea cups in 
turquoise, £299, Rachel 

Bates Interiors

TEH UK MAR16 LL Colour updatesDG.indd   18 26/01/2016   09:47
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20 THE ENGLISH HOME

IN THE VEINS

Double undersink cupboard, £605, with 
Carrara marble worktop and splashback, 
from £140 a square metre, both 
British Standard by Plain English

Cool to the touch and elegant to the eye, white marble, 
with its characteristic grey veining, has been prized as a 

material for sculpture since classical times. It comes in a variety 
of quality grades, is imitated with scagliola plasterwork, 

man-made composites made from marble dust, resins and 
pigments, and even colourful marbling on paper, which 
allows access to its desirable looks at every budget level.

Marble drinks trolley, £395  
(available for sale from  
April 2016), Oliver Bonas

La Parisienne Single 
Arabascato wash  
stand with splashback,  
£3,240, Catchpole & Rye

Marble and brass balustre 
urn lamp base, £999,  
18-in Empire shade, £185, 
both Besselink & Jones 

Ted Baker rug, digitally 
printed on pure wool and 
Tencel, £1,569, Amara

Brucs white marble flowerpot, 
£89.50, Houseology

Green lacquered marbled paper 
square box, £60, John Lewis

French marble-top coffee table by 
Ines Cole, £265, The Old Cinema

Jasper Conran marble 
pestle and mortar,  
£30, Debenhams
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THE MOST INCLUSIVE

LUXURY EXPERIENCETM

EXCEEDING THE LOFTIEST 
EXPECTATIONS OF LUXURYat seaChalk July 2016 in your diary because that’s 

the date the new ship from Regent Seven 

Seas Cruises, Seven Seas Explorer – heralded 

the most luxurious cruise ship in the world 

– sets sail on her inaugural season in the

Mediterranean.

It will be an exciting moment, the culmination of 

years of planning by Regent Seven Seas

Cruises, a six-star company already well versed 

in the meaning of luxury. After all, this is the

cruise line that brought the world the fi rst

all-suite, all-balcony ships and delivers truly all-

inclusive prices, from fl ights and transfers to

drinks, gratuities, shore excursions, even Wi-Fi.

But the best just got even better. Seven Seas

Explorer might be another all-suite, all-balcony

ship but in terms of personal space, and quality

of materials and craftsmanship, she will be one 

of a kind, rivaling the best hotels in the world. 

For those into numbers, at 56,000 tons, she 

holds just 750 passengers, which gives a space

ratio of 74.6, one of the highest in the industry.

There are lots of amazing new features on Seven 

Seas Explorer® including a Culinary Arts Kitchen 

with 18 individual cooking stations where you 

can learn to create scrumptious dishes under 

the guidance of expert chefs. And the Canyon 

Ranch SpaClub will feature a beautiful infi nity-

edged plunge pool!

Naturally there is plenty of sumptuous 

accommodation to choose, from the spacious 

entry-level Veranda Suites to Park Avenue-

styled Master Suites, all kitted out with the 

quality fi ttings and furnishings you’d expect 

from the world’s most luxurious ship. Choose 

a suite at Penthouse level or above and you’ll 

be looked after by a private butler; opt for 

a Concierge or higher suite and you’ll enjoy 

unlimited free wifi  so you can keep in touch 

with family and friends. Step outside your 

suite and you’ll fi nd many of Regent Seven 

Seas Cruises’ signature dining venues, but all 

featuring the spectacular new look and feel 

that really sets this ship apart. 

There is certainly something to suit every taste, 

from succulent steaks and Italian favourites

to the delicious multi-course menus served in 

the Compass Rose main dining room, the ever-

popular Prime 7 steakhouse reminiscent of a

London private members’ club plus, two further

new speciality dining options, Chartreuse and 

Pacifi c Rim. As befi ts a luxury ship, the

restaurant has an open-seating policy so diners 

are free to eat when and with whom they wish.

The icing on the cake is that all dining, 

including the specialty restaurants, is included 

in the price. But then what else would you 

expect from the winning combination of a 

cruise on the world’s most luxurious ship with 

the most-inclusive cruise line in the world.

THE MOST LUXURIOUS SHIP EVER BUILT™

SEVEN SEAS EXPLORER
®

inaugural season 
ARRIVING JULY 2016

MONTE CARLO TO VENICE
20 July 2016 | 14-nights

VENICE TO ROME
3 August 2016 | 10-nights

ROME TO LISBON
13 August 2016 | 12-nights

LISBON TO BARCELONA
25 August 2016 | 10-nights

 BARCELONA TO ROME
4 September 2016 | 10-nights

ROME TO VENICE
14 September 2016 | 10-nights

VENICE TO MONTE CARLO
24 September 2016 | 10-nights

MONTE CARLO TO ATHENS
4 October 2016 | 8-nights

ATHENS TO VENICE
12 October 2016 | 10-nights

  VENICE TO JERUSALEM  
22 October 2016 | 11-nights

JERUSALEM TO ROME
2 November 2016 | 14-nights

ROME TO MIAMI
16 November 2016 | 16-nights

MIAMI ROUNDTRIP
4 December 2016 | 14-nights

MIAMI ROUNDTRIP
18 December 2016 | 10-nights

MIAMI TO LOS ANGELES
28 December 2016 | 16-nights

FARES START FROM £3,889pp

TO FIND OUT MORE
visit www.sevenseasexplorer.co.uk or 
www.rssc.com or call 02380 682174

ENGLISH_HOME_UK_2016_January.indd   1 20/11/2015   09:05
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Diary – events worth noting

warp and weft Weaving is enjoying  
a resurgence in popularity as we eschew the 
mass-produced in favour of the hand-made. 
Janet Phillips has been weaving for three 
decades, and teaches workshops for all 
ability levels at her studio in Nether 
Stowey, Somerset. Weave a cushion cover 
in a day, a chenille scarf in two days, 
or choose from a vast array of courses. 
janetphillips-weaving.co.uk

the chic elite  
Cecil Beaton’s rarely 
seen photographs
of the late Dowager 
Duchess, Deborah 
Devonshire and her 
glittering social circle 
offer a fascinating 
and intimate insight. 
The 65 photographs 
on display at her 

former home, Chatsworth House, were 
taken whilst Beaton was her house guest. 
19 March-3 January 2017, chatsworth.org

treasure hunt Browse for one-off 
treasures at Ardingly International 
Antiques and Collectors Fair in West 
Sussex. Up to 1,700 UK and international 
antiques and collectibles dealers will show 
their wares on inside and outdoor stands, 
from fine antique furniture to ceramics.
1-2 March, iacf.co.uk/ardingly

NOTEBOOK

Shakespeare’s Gardens 
by Jackie Bennett  
(£25, Frances Lincoln)

Botanical references  
are woven throughout 

Shakespeare’s work, and this new book 
delves into how the Bard acquired this 
deep knowledge. Published to mark the 
400th anniversary of his passing, this  
book explores the real-life gardens which 
he enjoyed as a boy and tended as a man, 
and how his exposure to imported plants, 
herbs and spices influenced his work. 

Our monthly digest of inside information on people, places and pursuits 

THE ENGLISH HOME

Clean and serene

A Good Read

PURSUITS



Tackling an overflowing wardrobe,  
tightly stuffed bookshelves, or drawers 
packed so full they will not close, feels 
daunting. But decluttering has recently 
become a matter of wellbeing.

Having sold millions of books  
in more than 30 countries, Japanese 
organising expert Marie Kondo sees 
tidying up as self-help. She claims  
that jettisoning superfluous items  
and cleverly organising our belongings  
will make us feel freer and happier, 
bringing the magic back to homes 
drowning in clutter. Her new book 
Spark Joy (Vermilion, £12.99) urges us 
to keep only the items which spark joy. 

It offers step-by-step illustrations for 
folding clothes, and she suggests 
T-shirts should be folded into small 
rectangles and stood upright in rows 
in drawers, so all are visible at once.

Rather than tackling the home room 
by room, she advocates a category- 
by-category approach in this order: 
clothes, books, papers, miscellaneous 
and, lastly, sentimental. Bidding 
farewell to items which weigh us down 
lets our treasured belongings shine. 
Kondo fans proudly post photographs 
of their perfectly arranged belongings 
on social media platforms like Twitter, 
adding momentum to the movement.
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Richard Brendon
Achieving the perfect blend is as crucial 
to Richard Brendon’s designs as it is 
to the tea poured into his fine bone 
china cups. Made by master craftsmen 
in Stoke-on-Trent to his designs, which 
interpret the best of the past with 
striking modernity, his tea sets and 
tableware are exceptional in both 
quality and execution, with a certain 
quiet strength. After launching his 
Diamond collection of cut crystal 
to much acclaim, he unveiled new 
teaware in the Arc collection at the 
Maison & Objet trade show in Paris 
earlier this year, with new crystal and 
trays to come. richardbrendon.com
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Basket weaver Annemarie O’Sullivan 
grows around 20 different types of 
willow, which she hand-gathers to make 
both small-scale domestic objects and 
large architectural installations. Based 
in Lewes, East Sussex, she uses weaving 
and binding techniques which date 
back hundreds of years, and she is 
sharing her skills by running popular 
courses in willow weaving. She fell in 
love with the craft after taking part in 
a one-day basket-making course, 
prompting her to seek out makers 
both near and far from whom to 
learn. Throughout this year, she will 
embark on a new collaborative 
project with ceramic artist Elaine 
Bolt, called Making Ground, based 

at a disused brickworks near in East Sussex where 
Annemarie grows her willow, which will culminate 
in a major exhibition. annemarieosullivan.co.uk

 

 Lee Broom



PEOPLE

Basket weaver Annemarie O’Sullivan 
grows around 20 different types of 
willow, which she hand-gathers to make 
both small-scale domestic objects and 
large architectural installations. Based 
in Lewes, East Sussex, she uses weaving 
and binding techniques which date 
back hundreds of years, and she is 
sharing her skills by running popular 
courses in willow weaving. She fell in 
love with the craft after taking part in 
a one-day basket-making course, 
prompting her to seek out makers 
both near and far from whom to 
learn. Throughout this year, she will 
embark on a new collaborative 
project with ceramic artist Elaine 
Bolt, called 

willow, which she hand-gathers to make 
both small-scale domestic objects and 
large architectural installations. Based 
in Lewes, East Sussex, she uses weaving 
and binding techniques which date 
back hundreds of years, and she is 
sharing her skills by running popular 
courses in willow weaving. She fell in 
love with the craft after taking part in 

Annemarie O’Sullivan

His theatrical and fashion background 
lends a sense of drama and glamour 
to Lee Broom’s furniture and home 
designs, as does the influence of his 
mentor Vivienne Westwood. His statement 
pieces have made this Birmingham-born 
designer one of the UK’s most exciting 
young design talents, and won him more 
than 20 awards, including the Queen’s 
Award for Enterprise in International Trade 
last year. Having designed more than 
40 retail, restaurant, bar and residential 
interiors, and collaborated with big 
brands, his new collection, Glass On Brass, 
will be unveiled this spring, combining 
delicate lead crystal with solid spun brass 
to form elegant vessels for wine, 
champagne and martinis. leebroom.com
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Highgrove garden tours
Dates will soon be released for when The Prince of Wales 
and The Duchess of Cornwall will next open the gardens 
of their Cotswolds home, Highgrove, to visitors. Royalists 
and gardeners from all over the world rush to book a 
place on these special two-hour tours run by expert guides, 
held between April and October each year. Creatively 
inspiring and innovative, these organic gardens have been 
more than 30 years in the making, and are spectacular at 
any time of year. Advance booking is essential, with group 
and individual bookings, plus Champagne tea garden 
tours. For the best chance of success, sign up online to be 
notified when booking will reopen. highgrovegardens.com

The Hour Glass

26 THE ENGLISH HOME

Compton Verney
One of art’s best kept secrets, Compton Verney is a true gem.  
Set in a beautifully restored Georgian manor house amid a glorious 
‘Capability’ Brown landscape nine miles from Stratford-upon-Avon,  
it reopens on 19 March after its winter closure, offering visitors an 
inspiring cultural day out. This gallery has an engaging programme  
of exhibitions, such as Shakespeare in Art: Tempests, Tyrants and Tragedy  
(19 March to 19 June) which will reimagine the Bard’s works through 
a series of multi-media encounters. It is also home to six diverse 
collections of significant global art, including one of the top three 
Chinese art collections in Europe and the UK’s largest collection of 
British folk art objects and paintings. comptonverney.org.uk

“The best-tasting ingredients 
left alone” sums up head chef 
Tim Parsons’ approach to the 
food at The Hour Glass. The 
food at this historic pub in 
London’s Brompton Quarter, 
which reopened last year 
under new management, has 
won rave reviews from the 
likes of Fay Maschler who said 
“its deceptive simplicity is just 
what is needed”. This intimate 
local serves simple, seasonal, 
delicious food. Feast on bar 
snacks such as rare-breed 
Cumberland Scotch egg  or 
feathered game pie and mash 
followed by chocolate and 
porter cake with cornflake ice 
cream and honeycomb, or 
buttermilk pudding, damsons 
and honey. hourglasspub.co.uk
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Ethnic touches bring a splash of colour 
and add vibrancy to the traditional 
English style of the drawing room. The 
rich reds that tie the scheme together 
are picked up in the armchair from 
Stephanie Dunning Interior Design and 
cushions from I & JL Brown.  

28 THE ENGLISH HOME
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Under the direction of designer 
Stephanie Dunning, a working farm has 

blossomed into a gentrified home 

FEATURE MAGGIE COLLIN  PHOTOGRAPHY ROBERT SANDERSON

REWARDS
Reaping the
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Traced with greenery, the 
entrance to the hall provides 
an inviting welcome for the 
family’s many friends who 
often come to stay.  
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CLOCKWISE FROM 
TOP LEFT The 
Wiltshire-based  
farm house.  
A favourite blue Aga 
takes centre stage  
in the new kitchen 
designed and made  
by Thomas & 
Thomas.
Florence MacGregor  
in her much-loved,  
new extension.  
The farm’s other 
inhabitants, enjoying 
the freedom of the 
meadow. 
Wallpaper from  
Zoffany lines  
the walls of the 
drawing room.

T
he wind over Salisbury Plain is legendary 
and its effects nowhere more bleakly 
observed than when newlyweds William 
and Florence MacGregor drove up to view 

the farm they were thinking of buying some 18 years 
ago. Totally isolated, apart from its three shepherds’ 
cottages, it sat in a field surrounded by mud.  

There was no garden, and Florence was first to 
notice what was sadly lacking. “There were no trees or 
hedgerows and not a sound of a bird anywhere. It was 
very bleak and inhospitable with asbestos ceilings and 
no old stone floors. It had been ‘modernised’ in the 
1960s, with the old stone floors removed and all else 
that implies. We had to remind ourselves we were 
looking to buy a farm for our herd of pedigree 
Aberdeen Angus bulls, and the house was incidental.” 
Florence silently regretted not having further looked 
into the alternative career choice of becoming olive 
farmers in the South of France, but it was never a 
serious option. “I had to come to terms with what was 
on offer and take up the challenge of transforming a 

“It is all about making things work as well as look good. Stephanie knew  
that we needed a family-friendly space as opposed to a showroom”
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house we would never have chosen to buy had it not 
been part of the right farm with the right acreage.” 

Being young and newly married with parental values 
still subconsciously motivating her, extending the 
drawing room was first on Florence’s list. “Our 
parents’ generation always had a large drawing room, 
so extending ours was our first building project.” 
Fortunate to have inherited a characterful stone 
fireplace, they silently thanked the previous owner for 
the fan he installed halfway up the chimneybreast. 
“This fire really draws well,” points out William with 
genuine appreciation.

At the same time, the couple installed a new bay 
with sash windows and doors to the garden, which was 
marked out and enclosed with high cobblestone walls. 
Magnolia, cherry and apple trees, shrubs, herbaceous 
borders and hedgerows were laid out, whilst the master 
bedroom acquired a new balcony from which to enjoy 
a glorious view of the garden. The composite stone 
balustrading built above the new bay window soon 
weathered and now looks Victorian in character. 

Battling with cold, dark winters, the original 1960s 
kitchen, which was tiny and overlooked the muddy 
drive, was originally relocated to what is now the family 
television room. However, ten years later, with five 
children, and a black Labrador called Spot, the need 
for a brighter, lighter family room with a much larger 
kitchen became a priority, and it was then that 
Stephanie Dunning, a long-term friend and interior 
designer, came to Florence’s aid.

“Stephanie had already been holding my hand  
with colour schemes,” says Florence, “but at this  
point she truly proved to be a godsend. We had 
expensive architect’s plans drawn up, but it took 
Stephanie’s genius to work out a better new layout  
for the extension, linking it to the swimming pool.”

Under Stephanie’s direction, the atrium roof over  
the new dining room and kitchen extension opened  
it up to the sky, light and warmth. Within the same 
open-plan area there is a home office for Florence, 
and, behind closed doors, a larder, laundry and  
utility room. “Stephanie has a large family of her  
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CLOCKWISE FROM 
ABOVE The walls in 
the snug are painted 
in Charlotte’s Locks 
from Farrow & Ball. 
For similar upholstery 
fabric, try Linwood, 
and for similar check 
fabric, Sanderson’s 
Larsson check is 
comparable. The ikat 
cushion in Fadini 
Borghi is from  
I & JL Brown.
An old chest in the  
hall holds rugs and 
cushions utilised for 
garden living in  
the summertime.
The couple worked 
hard to create an 
appealing outside  
area as well as 
transforming  
the house. 
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A rock-strewn slope, once used for the 
farmer’s washing line, made the perfect 
south-facing site for the new extension 
which incldues a conservatory dining room 
with a large kitchen. The extension was 
designed and made by Vale Garden 
Houses. The oak dining table was made 
locally and the chairs are from Lombok.  
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ABOVE Classic 
blue-and-cream toile 
de Jouy – Vauxhall 
Gardens from Lewis  
& Wood – makes a 
decorative impact in 
the guest bedroom. 
The comfortable, 
Edwardian mahogany 
beds were inherited.
LEFT The bedroom of 
the couple’s eldest 
daughter, Claudia, is 
filled with rosy 
patterns set against 
peaceful grey walls in 
Skimming Stone by 
Farrow & Ball; try 
Clarke & Clarke for 
similar rose-themed 
cushions and fabrics. 

own so she knew just what we needed: a large dining 
table for family parties and children’s homework, and 
a big enough downstairs cloakroom for children to 
take off wet swimsuits. It is all about making things 
work as well as look good. Stephanie knew we needed 
a family-friendly space as opposed to a showroom.”

The new kitchen has a sunny warmth to it, with 
walls painted in Dayroom Yellow, offset by units 
painted in Strong White; both by Farrow & Ball. 
Meanwhile, William’s collection of pewter beer  
mugs lines the shelf above the bright blue Aga, which 
was purchased from the Aga Shop in Marlborough. 

Having so many rooms has given Florence the  
luxury of enjoying different styles. A cosy ambience 
envelops the snug, generated by burnt orange  
walls, and ikat patterns in the rug and upholstery 
fabrics. This room is most appreciated on family   
film nights and winter evenings. “We vacillate  
between traditional English to ethnic, with a few 
contemporary bits,” Florence observes of the interior. 
“It is a rich tapestry of different looks, which is the 
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ABOVE The master 
bedroom opens onto 
the stone balcony  
on top of the bay 
window, created  
in the early years  
of the farmhouse’s 
transformation.  
RIGHT The bathroom 
was half panelled and 
painted in Strong 
White to contrast 
with the grey-blue 
walls; both colours 
Farrow & Ball. The 
blind was made by 
Stephanie Dunning 
Interior Design in 
Cranbourne Trail from 
GP & J Baker. The Tay 
cast-iron bath from 
Drummonds  
has a zinc finish.

result of undergoing such a gradual transformation.” 
Stephanie Dunning also created many of the soft 
furnishings, adding the final personal touch to rooms, 
including the curtains in the master bedroom. These 
were made using an old Colefax and Fowler fabric, 
which is one of Florence’s personal favourites. In  
the bedroom of the couple’s eldest daughter,  
Claudia, Stephanie Dunning Interior Design made  
the curtains and bedhead in grey English Rose  
fabric by Clarke & Clarke.

Needless to say, the house is often filled with the 
sound of children’s happy laughter, as well as friends 
who habitually ask themselves to stay. “Isn’t that what 
big family houses are for? I love it when we are bursting 
at the seams and throbbing with life,” Florence says. 
“The house has a good atmosphere about it, and even 
when William and I are on our own, we never feel 
alone because of the way the rooms relate around  
the new heart, which is of course our much-loved  
and long-awaited new extension.”  n

“I love it when the house is bursting at  
the seams and throbbing with life”
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Romancing
THE HOME

Paula Barnes set herself the task of restoring this 
nineteenth-century Sussex property to its former glory

WORDS SARA EMSLIE  PHOTOGRAPHY RACHEL WHITING
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT 
The rustic farmhouse table is from 
Paula’s own interior decorating 
shop, Eliza Barnes; the vintage 
school chairs came from Gorringes 
Auction House in Lewes. 
A fireplace in the kitchen wall 
doubles as an indoor barbecue.  
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Paula loves entertaining, so a large range 
cooker was a must. The handmade Belgian  
clay tiles are made by Zellige and are  
available from the Eliza Barnes’ website.  
The handmade kitchen units are painted  
with Farrow & Ball’s Purbeck Stone.
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M ost people fall in love with a house, but 
for Paula Barnes, it was the story 
behind the crumbling wreck of the 
country home up for sale that was the 

instant attraction. Wanting to move her family to  
a rural part of Sussex, she had spotted the house  
on a property website but it seemed worthy only of 
dereliction. Terribly neglected over the years and 
virtually on the brink of disrepair, it was a far cry from 
the exquisite late nineteenth-century period property  
it had once been. Just the proportions of the rooms,  
a few original features and the remains of what would 
originally have been an intricate Victorian orangery 
were all that remained of the house and its romantic 
past. Owned by a wealthy shipping magnate who fell 
madly in love with and married a Russian ballerina  
late on in life, the home and grounds became a 
sanctuary for his orchid-growing indulgences and her 
passion for botanical painting. As the couple aged 

CLOCKWISE FROM 
ABOVE The kitchen 
has a scullery feel 
with a separate 
pantry and utility 
area. It harks back to 
yesteryear and suits 
the grandeur of the 
house, but with 
plenty of modern 
conveniences.
The lime plaster adds 
an authentic feel to 
the room. It is highly 
durable and less likely 
to crack than cement 
plaster – ideal for 
utility areas and 
modern renovations.
Paula and her dogs 
outside the restored 
Sussex home. 
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and with no children to leave the house to, they were 
moved into care, and the house, complete with some 
odd remnants of its original contents, including some 
shoes, knickers, cheque books, Hoovers from the 
1950s – and even an old pair of ballet shoes – was   
left to fall into disrepair.  

Enter Paula and her love of renovation. “I like  
a challenge, and I felt the house could be restored 
rather then bulldozed to the ground,” explains Paula. 
“It had such an amazing history and was really a very 
solidly built house on top of a hill, surrounded by 
trees. It had a romantic history and I just felt I really 
wanted to restore it.” Despite extensive building 
repairs – new roof, new joists, new floors, complete 
re-wiring, re-plumbing, re-plastering and so on – Paula 
could see that the original layout was perfect for family 
life. With teenagers, dogs and everyone’s paraphernalia, 
there was plenty of room for entertaining and chilling 
out. “I have teenagers, so the top floor and the back  
rooms are ideal for them, as they can have their own 

space. “With the rest – well, when you live in the 
depths of the countryside, once you have a few  
people over the house soon fills up.”

All that the house needed was some serious TLC, 
Paula felt. As far as possible, she used the materials 
they had on site: the original banisters, which had 
been covered up and were battered and worn, were 
recovered and repaired with some skilled carpentry to 
re-use them. The spindles had all gone but Paula was 
able to get something similar made. The main staircase 
was restored, and she found a lot of old doors on site.

Only one stone fireplace remained in the house,  
but using this as a reference point, she set about 
sourcing similar reclaimed pieces for the other rooms. 
The only real major reconfiguration of space was the 
kitchen, which was opened up and fitted with Crittal-
style metal doors onto the garden and handmade 
Shaker-style panelled units that together provide the 
interior with a stunning contemporary take on a 
utilitarian scullery- style workspace.  

CLOCKWISE FROM 
ABOVE The office 
doubles as a library 
space, with custom-
built shelving on the 
back wall. The walls 
and shelves are 
painted with Fired 
Earth’s Storm.
The dining room has 
a relaxed, grand 
country-house feel. 
The boardroom table 
is from former Labour 
Party headquarters. 
”I’ve had it for 25 
years and can’t bear 
to part with it.”
The sitting room sofa 
fabric is Eve’s Wood, 
designed by Paula.
 

“The house had a romantic history and I really  
wanted to restore it”
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With doors that go out on to the terrace, the 
living room is popular in the summer, whilst 
in the winter, the English stone fireplace keeps 
the room suitably warm. The two velvet chairs 
came from an auction. “They were filthy, and  
I thought I would need to re-cover them, but  
I got them cleaned and they came up as new.”
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The scale of the project provided Paula and her love  
of salvage, antique collecting and vintage-fair browsing 
with a complete blank canvas to source furniture and 
decorative pieces to bring the forlorn interior back  
to life. “This is a really special house and I wanted 
everything to be individual. It doesn’t cost more –  
it just takes time to find the right pieces. Hunting for 
things in Europe, on the internet and scouring eBay 
became my relaxation.” And the hunt paid off:  
a giant Belfast sink from a Scottish castle has a new 
home in the utility room, whilst glazed salvaged doors  
from a Belgian chateau now reside between the 
interconnecting living spaces. The numerous designs 
of patterned antique encaustic tiles, in just large 
enough quantities, create charming and highly 
splashbacks in each of the bathrooms and were found 
at antique markets along the way.  

“One of the biggest tasks was finding all the 
lighting,” explains Paula. “The house did not lend 
itself to new lighting, or even fake traditional lighting, 
so every piece had to be sourced from reclamation 

ABOVE Paula painted  
all the walls of the 
house in neutral 
shades and added 
darker colours to 
wood trims to add  
a sense of drama. 
LEFT The floral prints 
were chosen as a  
nod to the original 
owners’ love of 
flowers and botanical 
paintings and are 
complemented  
by one of Paula’s 
favourite eiderdowns 
and a hand-crocheted 
blanket throw.
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yards and antiques suppliers.” The result is one of 
authenticity. Paula’s style is very much about making  
a period interior feeling like it has been there a long 
time but with enough luxurious touches to make it 
conducive for modern living. She has introduced 
underfloor heating, new light switches and bathrooms 
with great showers and new taps. “I think you need to 
get the basics right and the rest is about having things 
around you that you love,” she enthuses. 

Finally, furnishing the house took a lot of furniture 
and paintings, but not so much that it would look 
cluttered and contrived. Paula was keen to source the 
right pieces that were the right proportions for a room. 
“You can’t put a small table into a massive room,” she 
impresses. A slightly ad-hoc approach was needed, as 
things were found that worked, but it has made it very 
original and distinctive. “It has an authentic time-worn 
and loved feel about it, which goes well with the setting 
and the outside of the house, and seems a perfectly 
fitting gesture to its romantic history too.”  n

ABOVE This top-floor 
bedroom may be 
spare in its 
furnishings, but it  
is full of character, 
with an upholstered 
headboard, floral bed 
throw and painted 
window frame, 
adding just enough 
decorated interest.  
RIGHT Paula used the 
same paint, Light 
Blue by Farrow & Ball, 
to link the bedroom 
and the en-suite 
bathroom. The metro 
tiles come via eBay 
and the rolltop bath 
from Best Demolition 
salvage yard in  
East Sussex.
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There was no kitchen when Lara 
and James bought the Hall so they 
chose the room at the centre of the 
property to convert into a light, 
spacious family kitchen fitted with 
cabinetry by Neptune. Lara chose 
Piazza wood flooring, which is 
resilient to a family of three teenage 
children, dogs and cats.
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Full Circle
Lara Grylls and James Fawcett have embraced the 
challenge of restoring an impressive family home  

with an illustrious history
FEATURE HEATHER DIXON  PHOTOGRAPHS COLIN POOLE 

RETURNING
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Becca Hall had been standing empty for more 
than a decade when Lara Grylls and her 
husband James Fawcett fulfilled a life-long 
dream of returning his ancestral home to the 

family. Time and neglect had certainly taken their toll; 
the vast rooms stood echoing and empty, the service 
quarters were crumbling and the long, dark corridors 
seemed gloomy even on the brightest of days.

But the eighteenth-century hall, with its peeling 
paint, formidable corridors and labyrinth of rooms, 
still retained its grand architectural features – including 
ornate plasterwork and a stunning parquet floor, 
which had lain hidden under a carpet for years.

“Beneath the beginnings of decay was this beautiful 
house, begging to be brought back to life,” says Lara. 
“We fought long and hard to prevent Becca Hall  
from being ruined by speculators but we could never 
afford to buy it ourselves. Then it fell into receivership.

Consequently, the house was being offered for sale  
at half the earlier price, and we had a once-in-a-lifetime 
opportunity to bring it back into the Fawcett family.  
It was something James had always dreamed of doing. 
It was a huge risk, an exciting challenge, but it was a 
case of now or never.”

Lara and James not only bought Becca Hall, but also 
the Brutalist carbuncle of an extension attached to it, 
which had slipped through 1950s and 1960s planning 
regulations. This extension was built by the Central 
Electricity Generating Board, which occupied Becca 
Hall for almost 40 years. It was four times bigger than 
the existing house, and included offices, bunkers, 
control centres and a tower. It was rumoured to be 
high on the IRA’s hit-list and an MI5 safe-house.

Lara and James sought planning permission  
to demolish the ugly utilitarian extension, which was 
granted on the proviso that they photographed  

CLOCKWISE FROM 
ABOVE The ornate 
plasterwork is 
original. The sofas are 
from Rodgers of York 
and Sofa.com.
Becca Hall was built 
in the 18th century 
and was extended  
in the 19th century. 
The mirror over the 
fireplace was a gift 
from British liberal 
politician David Lloyd 
George to Lara’s 
great grandfather.
Lara, who runs PR 
First, a public relations 
company specialising 
in interiors, and her 
blonde lab Disco. 
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the Electricity Board’s HQ as a place of historic 
interest before it was altered. Builders then set to  
work, clearing the site, replacing the utilitarian 
windows with hand-made sash windows, opening up 
fireplaces, clearing and plastering the service rooms, 
removing false ceilings on the first floor and  
upgrading all the electrics and plumbing. 

“No one had actually lived in the house for 80  
years so there was no kitchen and there were no 
bathrooms,” explains Lara. “We had to work out  
how to turn this extremely large property into a  
warm and comfortable family home and, for me,  
the kitchen had to be at the heart of it.”

Lara chose the central room, which had once been  
a hospitality or conference room, as the hub of Becca 
Hall, calling on Neptune to help her design a dining-
kitchen which would be open, relaxed and modern 
country in style. The large rooms on either side would 

become a family room, dining room, games room  
and study, with ten bedrooms located upstairs.  
In addition, there is a separate apartment in one  
of the wings; these were added on either side of  
the original property in Victorian times.

“We did not have a project manager – James and  
I oversaw everything ourselves,” says Lara. “It helped 
that we were living close by so that we could keep  
a daily eye on things and make decisions as and  
when we had to. There was no grand plan. The  
whole thing evolved quite naturally as we went  
along. I prefer it that way. It allows you to be  
flexible and to follow your instincts.”

One of the biggest challenges was how to make  
the large, high-ceilinged rooms feel homely. Lara 
achieved this by using large pieces of key furniture, 
some inherited from their families, whilst other pieces 
were bought from antique fairs. She then added some 

TOP LEFT The family 
coats of arms in 
stained glass frame 
the south doorway  
to the garden and 
wooded estate. 
BOTTOM LEFT Lara 
highlighted the aqua 
blue of the kitchen 
units with the fish- 
shaped flower jugs 
and a clock from John 
Lewis. The peacock 
curtains are from 
Hillarys. 
TOP RIGHT The card 
table was a wedding 
gift to the couple.
FAR RIGHT 
Scaffolding had to be 
erected in the hall in 
order to decorate it.

“Beneath the beginnings of decay was this beautiful house, 
begging to be brought back to life” 
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family paintings, several large gilt mirrors, plush 
curtains and colourful rugs to work with the very  
large proportions of the rooms. 

One of Lara’s most cherished, inherited possessions 
is a beautiful mirror, now taking pride of place over 
the family room fireplace. This was presented to Lara’s 
great grandfather, Lionel Ford, the Dean of York, by 
the British liberal politician and statesman, David 
Lloyd George. There are also portraits of Lara’s father, 
the late Tory MP, Sir Michael Grylls, who married the 
daughter of Patsie Fisher, the first woman MP for 
Northern Ireland. They took advantage of the dozens 
of family photographs which they had at their disposal 
including some of her brother Bear Grylls, the renowned 
adventurer, writer and TV presenter. James, meanwhile,  
is a seventh generation director of the family malting 
business, Thomas Fawcett and Sons Limited, one  
of the oldest family-run businesses in the UK. 
As a result, the house is not only a beautiful family 
home but a moving testament to generations of 

ABOVE Sweet Pea 
wallpaper by Nina 
Campbell forms the 
backdrop to this 
bedroom, the pink of 
which is hightlighted 
by a mohair throw. 
The headboard, made 
by the Headboard 
Workshop, balances 
the room’s height  
and proportions.
LEFT Piazza floor tiles, 
walls painted in 
Paprika by Neptune 
and wall figures from 
Feather and Quills 
add a quirky edge  
to the cloakroom 
fittings, which include 
Sbordini Neoclassica 
Edwardian basins 
from Farmiloe 
Bathrooms.

“One of the challenges was to make the large, 
high ceiling rooms feel homely”
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the Fawcetts and Markhams who have played such 
major roles in Becca Hall’s evolution and history.  
The grand entrance hall includes spectacular stained 
glass windows depicting the historic coats of arms  
that trace the Hall’s history back to its roots, and  
the elegant fireplaces, heavy wooden doors, sweeping 
staircase and ornate plasterwork are just as they were 
when the entrepreneurial William Markham built  
the grand country home at the heart of his estate. 

As if to bring the story of Becca Hall full circle, 
James and Lara – who is a trustee of the Archbishop  
of York Youth Trust, which reaches out to and  
engages with young people – invited the current 
Archbishop of York, John Sentamu, to dinner  
and to give the house his blessing.

“I like to think that both the Markhams and the  
Fawcetts would have been delighted to see the house 
restored to become a family home once more,” says 
Lara. “The focus of our daily lives always revolves 
around Becca Hall, even though we are all fiercely 
independent. Having three teenage children means  
the house is often full of young people, or we have 
friends and family come to stay, and the whole place 
comes alive. It is a big family home and it is meant  
to be lived in. But I can also be here on my own with 
the dogs and it still feels homely, despite its size.”  n

ABOVE Becca Hall 
has ten bedrooms 
and Lara has made 
each one individual 
whilst still creating  
a link throughout  
the house with 
antique furniture, 
inherited pieces  
and period styling.
RIGHT Nina Campbell 
wallpaper echoes the 
period style of this 
guest bedroom which 
includes furniture 
from Newark 
Antiques Fair.
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A warren of rooms was knocked 
through to create a light and 
contemporary living space. 
Carefully chosen iconic pieces such 
as the Bell coffee tables designed 
by German designer Sebastian 
Herkner add glamour.

FEATURE AND PHOTOGRAPHS JAMES MCDONALD

This Chelsea mews house is filled with ingenious  
space-enhancing design solutions and a clever layout

TASTE MAKERS
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Just a whisper away from Peter Jones, in the heart 
of London’s Chelsea, stands a luxurious but 
comfortable family house. From the outside,  
the building appears quite compact, but on  

closer inspection this is a generous family home where 
Matt and Marissa Hermer live with their two small 
children, Max, five, and Jake, two.

Marissa grew up in California, although she and  
Matt now live in London, where the couple owns a 
collection of chic bars and nightclubs, including the 
legendary Boujis, a favourite with celebrities and  
Royals. The party-loving couple first met at a dinner  
in London 12 years ago. A few years later they had  
a drink together, instigated by a mutual friend.  
“And that was that. Matt proposed to me in 2009,  
and we got married a year later.”

The couple moved into Matt’s bachelor London 
apartment, but with a baby soon on the way, the 
couple set their hopes on finding a central London 
family home. The mews house they liked was much 

neglected and in need of total modernisation. It took 
two years to maximise the potential layout of the  
house and complete it with the help of Urban Infill,  
a London architectural practice.

“We’re one of those really annoying neighbours  
who dug a double basement,” she confesses wryly.  
This produced in the basement and sub-basement a gym, 
playroom and bedroom and bathroom for the nanny. 
They were just in time, for the Royal Borough of 
Kensington and Chelsea have recently put in new rules 
limiting such work. A top floor was also added, for the 
master-bedroom suite. From the street, you walk through 
a small lobby and into the ground floor. “We wanted the 
ground floor to be one large open-plan space, rather than 
a mish-mash of small rooms,” says Marissa. The feel is 
instantly colourful, cosy and yet luxurious. 

The kitchen is the heart of the home, as you might 
expect. Marissa has a particular interest in combining  
a fusion of influences in cuisine that can be both 
delicious and fun, and the couple recently opened Top 

ABOVE The kitchen is 
the heart of the home.  
The bespoke bronze 
oven air extractor, 
Carrera marble-
topped island unit 
and textured fine 
Japanese seagrass 
wallpaper look 
luxurious without 
being pretentious. 
RIGHT Cosy 
banquette seating 
was designed with  
the children in mind.
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ABOVE The blue 
leather dining chairs 
have proved extremely 
practical. Above the 
dining table, an 
oversized lamp from 
Soane adds panache.
RIGHT The sitting room 
has a luscious green oil 
painting by Andrew 
Norrey. Much of the 
couple’s art collection 
is by Norrey.
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Dog, a gourmet hot-dog restaurant in Soho. “I wanted to show 
London that one of my favourite foods can also be good for you,” 
she explains. At home, the couple wanted to have different areas 
where they could eat, both formally and informally – “a dining 
table for entertaining, a marble-topped island and a small table 
nook for the children,” she explains. She is currently working on 
her first cookbook. “All I will say is that it is going to feature our 
favourite British and American recipes.”

Marissa is extremely well organised. “Crispin Foster, who 
designed Jamie Oliver’s kitchen, helped me get organised in the 
cupboards, so everything fits and has its place.” One cupboard 
houses the drinks, where she and Matt make their famous 
watermelon martinis. For the rest of the interior, Marissa turned 
to her interior architect friend Martin Brudnizki. “Martin designs 
amazing interiors both in London and New York, including The 
Ivy, Scott’s and Sexy Fish. He gave me invaluable advice, 
encouraging me on using colour. In fact his work on Soho Beach 
House in Miami was something of an inspiration.” Brudnizki also 
encouraged Marissa and Matt to choose a large-scale sofa and 
armchairs. Yellow Kvadrat fabric covers the armchairs: “It looks 
like velvet but has survived little children extremely well,” she 
adds. Overall, it is the use of wood, leather, seagrass wallpaper, 
velvet, and bronze which work together to add layers of 

ABOVE The cosy 
panelled TV room and 
study is a blend of 
comfort and glamour 
inspired by Martin 
Brudnizki’s design for 
the lobby at the Soho 
Beach House, Miami. 
RIGHT Smartly clipped 
bay trees flank the 
entrance of this 
deceptively spacious 
mews house.
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A mustard velvet Ian Shrager-style 
headboard makes a confident 
statement in the master bedroom, 
which opens out onto a terraced area.
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CLOCKWISE FROM 
TOP Hot-air balloon 
wallpaper by  
F. Schumacher creates 
a playful feel in Jake’s 
room. A mid-century 
bedside table from 
Chelsea Textiles and a 
smart Lucite-style 
table lamp creates an 
aesthetic link to the 
rest of the house.
Four built-in bunk 
beds, designed by 
Stuart Groves provide 
Max with plenty of 
space for sleepover 
parties.
Carrera marble adds  
a timeless, classic 
touch in the master 
en-suite bathroom.

Overall it is the use of wood, leather, seagrass walllpaper, velvet and 
bronze which work together to add layers of texture

sophisticated but subtle texture. The sense of craft and clever 
provision of storage space throughout is provided by the extensive 
joinery, not only the ground floor but also upstairs in the 
children’s rooms and the nursery. The staircase with its smart  
stair rods and panelling links all this between floors. 

Upstairs on the first floor is a cosy panelled study/TV room  
and two bedrooms for the couple’s sons, Max and Jake. Jake’s 
room has hot-air balloon wallpaper from F. Schumacher and  
a mid-century design bedside table from Chelsea Textiles. In  
Max’s bedroom are four built-in bunk beds designed by Stuart 
Groves – with enough room for “lots of sleepovers”.

The new top floor is dedicated entirely to the parents and is 
dominated by an imposing Ian Schrager-style mustard velvet 
bedhead. “I had reservations that the bedroom was too small for 
it, but it works,” she confides. A large dressing room hides  
Matt’s colourful cashmere jumpers and Marissa’s impressive 
handbag collection. But above all, the coup for Marissa on this 
floor is the new outside enclosed terrace off the bedroom. “This 
area was really important to us, as it gives us a fourth eating area  
in the summer months,” she adds. The terrace windows also  
throw abundant light down the staircase, increasing the sense  
of light and space throughout the house.

A happy home with a mix of comfort and glamour, this house 
illustrates the maxim that perfection in design is not when you have 
nothing more to add, but when you have nothing to take away.  n 
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Ben Miller
AT HOME WITH

Real wood fires, conversation-starting artwork and even the chaos of  
family life, are all part of the charm of home for actor Ben Miller
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B en Miller is an actor, director, 
comedian and bestselling 
science writer, well-known for 
being half of the comedy double 

act Armstrong and Miller. He met fellow 
Cambridge University student Alexander 
Armstrong whilst the two were at university, 
where Miller studied for a PhD in solid-
state physics, but abandoned his thesis  
to take up a career in comedy. Miller  
is familiar from TV appearences, notably 
in Doctor Who and Death in Paradise, and  
on film in Johnny English and The Prince  
and Me. He lives in the Cotswolds with  
his wife, three children and their dog.

Where do you live and why?
We live in a tiny little hamlet on a hill 
 in the Cotswolds. It is one of those places  
I have always known and loved. We moved 
from London about a year-and-a-half ago. 
The night we arrived, I walked out of the 
back door without a torch and was not 
prepared for how dark it was– it gets 
‘properly’ black. I could not find the back 
door for about forty minutes. At that  
point I thought, “Oh my God, we have 
made a dreadful mistake.” 

There are all sorts of things I was just not 
prepared for about the countryside, but I love 
the culture shock. It is a continual adventure 
and has made me fall in love with London 
again, too. I still have an office in the capital, 
and I really enjoy it when I am there now.

Who do you live with?
My wife Jess, our two children, Lana and 
Harrison, and then my son Sonny, from 
my previous marriage, spends half the time 
with us. Then there is our dog Ruby,  
a Wheaton terrier. 

Can you describe your house?
It is very quirky. It is in a wood. There  
is no front door or – rather, the front  
door just goes out into the wood. It was 
built by an architect who then lived in  
it. He started with one small cottage  
and extended it. It is very traditional  
for the area and is made out of lovely  
old Cotswold stone.

What is a favourite room in the house?
The downstairs loo! It always feels fairly 
elicit to me when you go to your own 
downstairs loo because it is the ‘front  
of house loo’ and meant for other people. 
The other loos do not have any loo rolls, 
and there are five half-used tubes of 

toothpaste lying around, but the down-
stairs one even has a book in there. It is like 
I am almost on holiday in my own house. 

Would we know what you did for a living  
if we were to come to your house and did 
not know who it belonged to?
I would like to say no, but you would if you 
went into the sitting room because  
a couple of my awards are ostentatiously 
placed on the mantelpiece. I am not one of 
those people who keeps their awards  
in a humblebrag-type place, like the 
downstairs loo, so I guess it is very needy  
of me – I cannot lie. They have got pride  
of place, in fact!

Is there an underlying colour running 
through your home?
Cotswold green. It is almost like a mouldy 
green, but it is one of the things I love 
about the area.  

Do you and your wife have an equal say 
when it comes to the interior?
Hell, no! The pattern is that Jess will say,
 “I am thinking of doing X room Y colour,” 
and I will go, “Really? Are you sure?” And 
then the pots of paint arrive, it will go up 
on the wall, and then people come round 
and say, “Oh my God, I love that,” and I 
will say, “Yes, I’ve always loved it, too.” If 
Jess isn’t around, I will take full credit. 

We buy a lot of stuff in antiques markets, 
and once we had moved, we finally had 
room for a big table, but we didn’t have 
any chairs. So off she went, and then called 
me saying, “I haven’t got the chairs but I 
have found something else – two Tibetan 
snow leopards ten feet tall.” They arrived, 
and are now by the side of the front door 
and look brilliant. So she was absolutely 
right, but every suggestion she makes 
always, at first, seems bizarre to me.

Is there evidence of your travels dotted 
around your house?
I love collecting maps and love old maps  
of places I have been to. I have ones from 
the Caribbean, Cornwall and London...
They are framed, and are now on the wall.

When you travel, how do you make a 
hotel room homely?
By putting things in the wardrobe. That 
is as far as I get. If I do more, I find it really 
depressing. A hotel room should be just 
that, a soulless blank sheet. Rarely  
do I even unpack. The saddest times  

in my life have been in hotels rooms  
and when I hang up all of my stuff it 
means that I am there to stay for a while, 
and that is the end of me. I kid you not,  
I have spent months in hotel rooms and  
it drives me round the twist.

Tell us about your most extravagant  
home purchase?
The flashiest thing we own is probably an 
Everhot oven. I still wince at the price. I 
love cooking, but Jess is really, really good  
at at it, so it’s her thing. It has four ovens, 
meaning everything can be cooked at exactly 
the right temperature. We had a dinner 
party last weekend – it’s great when you get 
your social life back after having a baby.

Can you describe any art work you have?
We love our art, although we cannot afford 
to buy originals, so tend to buy limited-
edition prints. Johnny Yeo is a friend and 
we have got some of his collages. Then 
there is another artist we like called 
Charming Baker. I have got a lovely one of 
his of a plane flying upside-down. At least, 
I hope it is supposed to be upside down 
because that is the way we have hung it.

Do you have any family heirlooms?
It’s not really an heirloom, but I have the 
guitar that my father bought for me, which 
I learned to play on. Does that count?

Can you describe your bookcase?
It is in the drawing room. I love literature, 
classic literature, but my father is very into 
American literature so I have got authors 
like Bernard Malamud, Kurt Vonnegut  
and Thomas Pynchon – the great 20th-
century writers. I love poetry too, so I have 
got Ted Hughes and John Donne. There 
is a collection of classic science books  
from the time when I studied physics.  
I think it is misplaced guilt from never 
having done anything with my degree.

Finally, what should no English home  
be without?
The one thing that has made a complete 
difference to our lives is a log fire in the 
grate. I love it when you go outside to get 
more wood and it is freezing cold and  
you can smell wood smoke in the air. For 
me that is quintessentially English, 
very primal and the most beautiful thing.

The Aliens are Coming by Ben Miller is out on 
4th February, £12.99FE
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The perfect place to 
curl up with a classic. 

On a classic.



STYLE INSPIRATION
Our special section dedicated to design and decorating inspiration begins here
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FRESH 
INTERPRETATION
Plaid patterns are invariably associated with strong, 
dark colours, which are naturally at home in cosy 
schemes. In total contrast, Thibaut’s new plaid 
pattern is available in a light greeny-blue (along 
with a choice of darker colourways for those 
seeking a classic plaid). The effect is less intense 
and immensely usable with neutral schemes. The 
fabric would be perfect for a smart townhouse or 
a contemporary backdrop which is missing the 
anchor of a classic pattern to balance the overall 
mood. It is also ideal for a room flooded with 
light, where a rich plaid would seem out of place.  
Percival Plaid woven fabric, £99 a metre; chandler check 
fabric, £90 a metre; narragansett wallpaper, £60 a roll; 
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B
lue and white is an eternal favourite: a classic 
combination that can suit a multitude of homes and 
styles. In crisp contrast it can have a coastal feel, with 
navy stripes and fresh white linens paired with 

whitewashed floorboards and nautical styling; it can be elegantly 
sophisticated, with a smart, tailored finish, or take on  
a pretty look using a toile or floral motif in a paler blue hue.

Vanessa Arbuthnott is a fan: “Evoking the sea and skies with  
a few perfect clouds, a blue-and-white palette brings comfort and  
a style that is cool, calm and collected.” Of course, blue and 
white’s popularity is also evident in pottery collections, as Rebecca 
Craig, design manager of Sanderson points out, “Blue and white  
is a popular combination in part due to classic Delftware and 
Chinese pottery, and also the use of indigo ink for dyeing. It  
is a fresh combination that can work in both a classic or modern  
style; a safe alternative to neutrals, it has become increasingly 
popular due to new dyeing techniques, which have given  
blue hues a new twist.” 

Timeless
The allure of crisp white and beautiful blue 

entices many a decorator thanks to the 
versatility of this classic colour partnership

BLUE & WHITE

LEFT Blue and white makes a rich choice for a bedroom that feels 
neither overtly masculine nor feminine. Hiroto double duvet cover, £70; 
furniture, linens and accessories, all Living by Christiane Lemieux, House 
of Fraser ABOVE Painted white furniture provides a clean contrast to a 
hue of soft blue, that references the blue-and-white china collection. 
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Rob Whitaker, creative director of Fired Earth notes 
that “Blue paints are always popular. The specific 
shades of blue might change to reflect other colour 
trends (for example, grey-blues are particularly in 
demand at the moment) but blues form an essential 
element of many palettes. Blue-and-white tiling looks 
particularly clean, too, and consequently this has long 
been a popular choice for kitchens and bathrooms.” 

Blue has environmental, social and psychological 
connections, which increase its appeal and allure to 
many people. Because of its echoes of sea and sky, in 
cultures around the world, the colour blue has become 
inextricably embedded with significant symbolism, 
often of a religious nature. In Christian lands, blue 
became the colour associated with the cloak worn  
by the Virgin Mary in the 12th century – symbolising 
purity and serenity. In India, paintings of the god 
Krishna often depict him as having blue skin, whilst  
in ancient Egypt, blue was associated with the sky, with 
divinity, and with the god Amun, who could make his 
skin blue enabling him to fly, invisibly, across the sky. 

John Ruskin (1819–1900), the Victorian English art 
critic pointedly described the colour blue  
“as everlastingly appointed by the deity to be a source 
of delight; and whether seen perpetually over your 
head, or crystallised once in a thousand years into  
a single and incomparable stone, your acknowledgment 
of its beauty is equally natural, simple, and 
instantaneous.” David Mottershead, manging director 
of Little Greene reveals blue has luxurious 
connotations, too. “Blue is the richest of colours, and 
historically the most expensive to produce. In art, blue 
paint was reserved for depicting royalty, dignitaries and 
religious figures, and still to this day, it holds the same 
luxurious appeal and hypnotic allure.”

Of course, the choice of blue – and even white – can 
make a big impact on the final mood of the room. 
Deep, punchy cobalt provides a rich hit of colour and 
a touch of drama, whereas a softer sky blue lends 
prettiness and femininity. Charlie Cosby, head of 
creative at Farrow and Ball advises, “Warmer blues 
come towards you, making the room feel cosier.   

ABOVE LEFT Layer 
different patterns 
and interesting 
textures to create 
variety in the 
two-tone scheme. 
Chair in Loiret, 
£37.99 a metre; 
curtains in Marseille, 
£50.99 a metre; 
throw and cushions, 
La Rochelle, £50.99  
a metre; other 
cushion in Montpellier, 
£50.99 a metre; all 
Provence Collection 
by Prestigious Textiles
ABOVE RIGHT A paler 
blue hue looks lovely 
used on both 
woodwork and walls 
for a seamless finish. 
Plumbago, £39.50 for 
2.5l, Bert and May 
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CLOCKWISE FROM 
TOP Blue and white is 
a classic choice for a 
smart bathroom.     
Boat bath, in Farrow 
& Ball Pitch Blue, 
£1,260, BC Designs 
Blue adds a splash of 
clean, fresh colour to 
a classic kitchen. 
This charming tea 
towel echoes 
traditional Delftware.    
Delft Blue Rabbit and 
Cabbage Tea Towel, 
£12.95, Annabel James 
Blue-and-white 
pottery is loved  
and collected.  
Regal Peacock pasta 
bowl, £13.50, Burleigh

ACHIEVING TRUE BLUE
In terms of fabric dye, blue fibres were 
initially created in Europe from the naturally 
occurring flowering plant ‘woad’. In Africa 
and Asia blue dye came from the plant 
Indigofera tinctoria, which produces a 
concentrated, rich blue and offers a natural 
‘mordant’ that enables the colour to ‘fix’ 
effectively to textiles. 

Despite trade routes opening with India 
and the wider discovery of indigo, many 
European countries tried to ban its 
importation to protect national woad 
industries, in some cases, well into the 
eighteenth century. Dyes extracted from 
nature remained the only option until 1856 
when chemistry student William Henry Perkin 
accidentally discovered the first synthetic 
dye – mauveine. He disovered this whilst 
seeking a treatment for malaria.  
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“Blue, darkly, deeply, 
beautifully blue.”

Robert Southey, English poet and writer 
 (1774-1843)

Cooler tones can be used to create a sophisticated feel; 
try pairing our rich Pitch Blue with Cornforth White 
and James White for an elegant grown-up scheme. 
Warmer hues are perfect for social rooms, such as the 
dining room, kitchen or living room.” 

Mottershead also recognises that “many people fear 
to use blue because of its reputation as being cold and 
masculine,” however, Little Greene has developed  
a blue collection, which he hopes will “make blue 
more useable than ever.” Choosing the right 
combination of blues and whites is important, Rob 
Whitaker explains: “Look for cool blues in 
combination with fresh whites for kitchens and 
bathrooms, and warm, red-toned blues with creamy 
whites for restful living spaces and bedrooms.” 

Layers of different blues work in harmony together 
and rarely clash or jar, so there is no need to be 
cautious or concerned about getting a perfect match 
across all blues within one scheme. In fact, it often 
pays to have at least two or three nuances – or even 
completely different blues – to create light and shade.

Pattern and texture are also important in a limited 
palette. Use pattern to add decorative detailing, create 
a feature and draw the eye, as well as adding variety. 
The look is also transformed depending on whether 
blue is the dominant colour, or merely an accent to  
a white backdrop. A clean, coastal look often favours 
an almost all-white scheme with just a few smatterings 
of blue, where as a rich blue wall, with sumptuous blue 
fabrics merely highlighted by white woodwork and 
painted white furniture is well suited to a beautiful 
bedroom. Playing with the balance of blue and white 
can bring dramatically different results. 

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP Cranleigh Extending Dining  
Table, £779; Oatley Dining Chairs, £199 each, Multiyork
Square Cushion with Ties in For the Love of Rose  
in Cornflower, £48 a metre, Vanessa Arbuthnott
Selection of blue and white fabrics, from £49 a  
metre, Manuel Canovas at Colefax and Fowler
Paris Isabelle tiles, £9.95 each, Fired Earth
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Meet Jessica, the  
Hampshire sheep farmer 
who is offering you  
a treat to bleat about.

Spend £250 (excluding postage) on  
any of her award-winning bedding and 
she will invite you and your partner to 
spend a night* as her guests at  
Scotland Farm, the luxury B&B as  
featured in ‘Britain’s Finest’**

So why not do something totally different and make a  
memorable short break out of your next duvet purchase?  
Call for more details and to place your order.

01730 827 148 
southdownduvets.com
* Bookings subject to availability into 2016. Bedding must be

purchased before 31st March 2016 to qualify for B&B offer. 

**  Offer valued at £120

At Scotland Farm you can meet  
the Southdown sheep who provide  
the wool for this glorious bedding,  
soak up the natural beauty of the  
South Downs National Park and enjoy  
the best breakfast in Hampshire.
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1 Delft Farmhouse Horse on soft white 
crackle glaze rustic tile, from £17 a tile, 
Douglas Watson Studio  
2 Delft flower, available in different 
designs, £19 each and Honesty from the 
Catwalk collection, £1.44 each or £84.96 
a square metre, both Marlborough Tiles 
3 & 4 Chateaux collection, £262.55  
a square metre, The Winchester  
Tile Company  
5 Delft Farmhouse Cockerel on soft 
white crackle glaze rustic tile, from £17  
a tile, Douglas Watson Studio 
6 Acapulco tiles, £3.25 each, Fired Earth 
7 Fire and Earth collection, from £605  
a square metre plus VAT, Ann Sacks 

8 Landscapes collection, Storm, £1.25 
each or £99.84 a square metre, 
Marlborough Tiles 
9 Metro Nuovo Glass range, from £367  
a square metre plus VAT,  Ann Sacks   
10 The Potteries tiles, £19.95 each,  
Fired Earth 
11 Delft ships, available in different 
designs, £19 each, Marlborough Tiles  
12 Landscapes collection, Sea, £1.25 
each or £99.84 a square metre, 
Marlborough Tiles 
13 Duchamp Blue Glazed and Salon 
Pencil Solid Blue Glazed, both £3.84  
each or £230.40 a square metre,  
Bert and May

4

Tile style

3
2

1

5

6
7

8

9
10

11
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Beds, mattresses, bed linen, furniture, sofa beds and home accessories
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Beds, mattresses, bed linen, furniture, sofa beds and home accessories

Feefo Independent Ratings as of December 2015

www.snug-interiors.com   �   01730 894 754

Beds, mattresses, bed linen, furniture, sofa beds and home accessories

The snug Winter Sale is Now On
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LEFT Sterling, £36 for 
2.5l emulsion, Konig 
Colours ABOVE Nordic 
Light, £35.50 for 2.5l 
matt emulsion, Fired 
Earth RIGHT Blue Vein, 
£37.50 for 2.5l 
emulsion, Paint and 
Paper Library

ABOVE Old Glory, 
£40 for 2.5l emulsion, 
Sanderson RIGHT 
Cornish Blue, £39 for 
2.5l emulsion, 
Designers Guild 
BELOW Lulworth 
Blue, £39.50 for 2.5l 
estate emulsion, 
Farrow & Ball

RIGHT Woad, £38 for 2.5l absolute matt emulsion, 
Little Greene BELOW Shabby Chic Annabella 

Bouquet cake plate, £10, House of Fraser
BACKGROUND White Lime Wash, from  

£17.17 a litre, Francesca’s Paints
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www.mazzarohome.com

20% off  
with code EH20*

*Terms and conditions apply

01908 516333  |  info@hinsoncustommade.co.uk  |  www.hinsoncustommade.co.uk

HINSON
Custom Made Timber Products

Creating true one-off products since 1984  
Windows / Doors / Stairs / Furniture ... Exactly how you want them

079_EHUK_0316_.indd   134 25/01/2016   11:48
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This classic farmhouse table 
design has been subtly 
updated with elegantly 
sculpted legs and paired 
with retro-revival chairs for  
a clean, uncluttered look. 
Geometric pendant lanterns  
add a light-industrial edge. 
Avernus dining table, £1,495; 
chairs, from £70; Pentagon 
pendant bundle, £155,  
all Graham and Green 
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FROM TOP
Simple, practical 
details such as a  
peg rail to keep pots 
and pans within reach, 
and shelf curtains 
made with striped 
linen tea towels 
epitomise the look. 
A streamlined kitchen 
in an oak-framed 
home designed by 
Border Oak.
Rustic wire egg 
basket and acacia 
wood cookbook 
stand, both  
Baytree Interiors. 

PERIOD

The nineteenth-century designer and socialist 
William Morris’s exhortation, “Have nothing 
in your houses that you do not know to be 
useful, or believe to be beautiful”, is an apt 

epithet for the contemporary English cottage. Neither 
fussily traditional nor coldly modern, the style favoured 
by many cottage dwellers is pared-down and authentic; 
a setting where period details such as fireplaces, 
gnarled beams or casement windows are offset by 
painterly fabrics and natural flooring, lean furniture 
and hand-crafted objects. It is an effect that celebrates 
English eclecticism and craftsmanship – the gleam  
of an industrial pendant above a Regency console or  
a Turkish rug on flagstones – whilst acknowledging  
the modern-day influence of Scandinavian design  
with its celebration of light, nature and frill-free lines.

For furniture maker Russell Pinch, of Pinch Design, 
whose lean-lined pieces embody English modernity, 
today’s cottage epitomises our talent for re-invention: 
“As a nation we like textures, plush upholstery and 
prints; things that are forgiving to dog hair and muddy 
boot alike, mixed up with rugs and souvenirs from 
far-flung places. Nowadays we’re updating this 
hospitable feel in a clean, streamlined way. Smaller 
rooms are being opened up to allow light to flood  
in while decorative objects, artisanal fabrics and 
luxurious candles bring a human touch.”

 
KITCHEN STYLE
The heart of any cottage is the kitchen and this is 
where designers are eschewing fussy cabinetry for  
clean lines and natural materials. Pioneers of the  
look include Plain English and sister brand British 
Standard, whose free-standing cabinetry is 

echoes
Pared down and authentic, the 
new-look English cottage fuses 
contemporary style with hand-

crafted artisanal detail for a calm, 
uncluttered feel
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made using eighteenth-century techniques. The style 
reflects, says creative director Katie Fontana, “a growing 
demand for simplicity and versatility. People are 
moving away from the high-gloss look to more 
elemental materials such as wood, metal or stone.” It is 
a view echoed by established makers such as John Lewis 
of Hungerford and Humphrey Munson. 

THE COLOUR PALETTE
To offset natural surfaces, walls painted in deep greys, 
blacks or blues work surprisingly well, says interior 
designer Henriette von Stockhausen of VSP Interiors, 
whose own rural kitchen features concrete worktops on 
white cabinetry. Simple shelves float on walls painted 
in Little Greene’s dramatic Dark Lead paint, inspired 
by nineteenth-century railings. Similarly, the swatch 
books of other long-established paint makers like 
Farrow & Ball, Myland or eco-paint specialist Pots of 
Paints are the places to find deep, interesting hues, 
often based on paint scrapings unearthed during the 
restoration of historic English buildings. 

LIGHTING
To complement brooding hues, modern cottage 
dwellers have jettisoned cruel downlights in favour  
of gentle lamps. For an industrial edge, brands  
like Anglepoise, Davey or Original BTC fuse robust 
materials with contemporary shapes; former 
blacksmith, Jim Lawrence, excels at classical shapes 
which sit well with knotty beams and deep fireplaces.  
At newcomer Hand & Eye, the Acorn pendant is 
hand-turned from one piece of wood to reveal a myriad 
of natural hues when lit. For desk lamps, Simon Day’s 
Dorsey lamp marries wood and metal; at Pooky or 
TMO overscaled glass bases, based on traditional 
French wine bottles, are crowned by painterly shades. 

PATTERN AND PRINT
History also defines the collections of many English 
fabric designers whose textiles draw on original 

ABOVE Curated 
displays of colourful 
handcrafted ceramics 
have enduring 
aesthetic appeal. 
Handcrafted ceramic 
jug and beakers by 
Andrew Ludick, at 
Heal’s Modern  
Craft Market 
TOP RIGHT Block-
printed linens and 
cottons in a 
constrained colour 
scheme evoke a 
sense of unity.
Chair upholstered  
in Hanbury pure  
linen base cloth, 
Cloth & Clover
MID RIGHT A modern, 
green-oak-framed 
cottage by 
Herefordshire-based 
company Border Oak 
echoes the simplicity 
of traditional building 
materials whilst 
incorporating all 
modern comforts. 
BOTTOM RIGHT 
Celebrating the 
English love of 
eclecticism, interior 
designer Guy 
Goodfellow’s 
Mansewood fabric 
was inspired by a 
French block print 
from the early 1800s.
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CLOCKWISE FROM 
LEFT  Pair distressed 
painted furniture with 
workmanlike pieces for 
an artisan feel.
Larger scale prints with 
echoes of Bloomsbury 
style add colour and 
warmth. Camilla FB 
wallpaper, Charlotte 
Gaisford
Gamleby wall-hung 
plate rack, Ikea. 
English fabric designer 
Korla and British 
lampmakers Pooky 
offer a range of lighting 
that is both modern 
and individual. 
Palazzo stone 
Aphrodite nickel-line 
Kythera basin, mosaic 
tiles from Fired Earth.
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artworks and textiles for artisinal effect. Lindsay  
Alker drew on sixteenth-century tapestries to produce  
her best-selling ‘Battle Great Wood’ fabric, adorned with 
leaping deer au courant, and complemented by a range 
of more contemporary geometric prints. Lindsay Alker, 
who lives and works in a thatched Arts and Crafts 
cottage by the sea, points to a resurgence of interest in 
artisanal furnishings: “Twenty years ago everyone 
became very excited about digital design; now people are 
realising it can look rather superficial which is why we’re 
now seeing a return to a more hand-crafted feel.”

It is a view echoed by textile newcomer Charlotte 
Gaisford, who based her latest collection on an 
eighteenth-century wallpaper found in a country house, 
updating it “in a fresh, bold way for modern tastes.” 
Artisinal prints can also be found at Rapture & Wright, 
Cloth & Clover, Vanessa Arbuthnott, St Judes or Korla.  
 
TEXTURE AND MATERIALS 
The handmade feel also stretches to surfaces. “Materials 
such as sisal, jute or sea grass offset the understated 
details of cottage architecture; the flagstone floors, 
hand carved latches, stone sills,” says Lindsay Alker.  
At Kelmscott, William Morris’s house in rural 
Gloucestershire, flagstones were strewn with rush;   
for more foot-friendly options, Roger Oates, Crucial 
Trading or Alternative Flooring excel at natural rugs, 
runners and bespoke weaves.

At newcomer Bert & May, encaustic tiles come in 
mix-and-match geometric shapes. Painterly designs 
abound at Welbeck or Winchester Tiles, where rich 
glazes, uneven edges and undulating surfaces bring 
rusticity to bathrooms, kitchens or boot rooms.

In its eclectic layering of textures, streamlined shapes 
and artisanal fabrics, the ‘new look’ cottage is that 
quintessentially English mix of past and present; 
reflecting the evolutionary spirit which has defined our 
history. But it is not just a look, as designer Stephen 
Lewis concludes: “A gathering of objects and artworks 
gives a house personality and authenticity. Anyone  
can build a house. Creating a home is different.”  n

FROM TOP 
Soft white walls and  
a muted, pared-back 
palette marry 
beautifully with aged 
oak or elm beams. 
Warmer whites such 
as Farrow & Ball’s 
Pointing or Batsman 
by Little Greene tend 
to work better than 
brighter whites with 
pigments from the 
blue and green ends 
of the spectrum.
In true Arts & Crafts 
style, textile designer 
Lindsay Alker’s  
Battle Great Wood 
fabric (£87 a metre) 
was inspired by 
Elizabethan tapestries, 
but simplified for 
contemporary taste.

Specialist knowledge...
LYNGARD 
A family business spanning six generations 
(one great uncle was a friend of another 
famous nineteenth-century thinker, John 
Ruskin) based in Stoke-on-Trent, heartland 
of British ceramics. The graceful porcelain 
lighting is based on secret glazing recipes 
handed down over centuries. 

LEWIS & WOOD 
Set up by renowned interior designer 
Joanna Wood and textile printer Stephen 
Lewis, the muted naturalistic prints and 
papers are based on contemporary 

artworks as well as Elizabethan wall 
paintings. The large-scale prints work 
surprisingly well in smaller, cottage rooms.
 
VOLGA LINEN 
Better known for its tableware, the 
company has launched a range of 
charming prints inspired by early  
twentieth-century Russian lino cuts. 

DE VOL 
A recent collaboration with rising furniture 
maker Sebastian Cox produced a kitchen 
in which woven willow detailing contrasts 

with hardwood cabinetry, in a hymn 
to contemporary craftsmanship.  

FELT  
For Central Asian exoticism, Felt’s woollen 
rugs are made by hand in Kyrgyzstan. 
Founder Tim Moock says the bold, swirling 
designs sing against stone, brick or wood. 

FIRED EARTH  
Fired Earth began life in the 1980s with 
terracotta tiles and recently collaborated 
with leading designer Neisha Crosland on 
a range of porcelain tiles in muted hues.
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A practical double Butler sink 
by Villeroy & Boch has been 
paired with simple wooden 
Shaker-style cabinetry painted 
in Dove Tale by Farrow & Ball 
in this idyllically simple 
cottage kitchen.
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CAPTUREthe style
1  The silhouette of these slip-glazed 

stoneware bowls is pure joy. Broste bowls, 
£7.95 each, Rigby & Mac  2 This classic 

wooden wall clock conjures echoes of Miss 
Marple. Newgate Wall Clock, £105, 4Living.
co.uk  3  Muted tones and soft textures add 
cosy layers. Lapuan Kankurit Corona Blanket 
in blue/grey colourway, £79.95, Cloudberry 
Living  4 Tactile geometrics and repeating 

motifs echo mid-century design. Atom milk 
jug, £18, Eclect Design  5  The shallow curve 
of this drip-glazed bowl exudes vintage chic. 

Glazed nordic bowl, £26.95 Rigby & Mac   
6  Hand embroidery adds a handcrafted 

element. Linen cushion with grey leaf design, 
£76, Swanky Maison  7  Combine chic styling 

with a classic mid-century hue. Quentin 
armchair, £399, MADE  8  Display 

handcrafted utensils for striking visual effect. 
Oversized wall spoons, £125, Pastel Lane  

9 Travelling cases with a mid-century feel 
provide useful storage. Set of three 

suitcases, £165, The Old Cinema  10  Add an 
industrial element with reclaimed wooden 

pieces. Beeton Butcher’s Trolley in reclaimed 
pine and steel, Swoon Editions  

86 THE ENGLISH HOME
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Specialist makers and 
designers of architectural

joinery and furniture
 01935 825 800

www.distinctivecountryfurniture.co.uk

Specialist makers
and designers of 

architectural 
joinery and 
furniture
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A central table with a dramatic 
pendant above it creates an 
engaging focal point. Tudor Rose 
Dining Table in Weathered Acacia, 
£1,800, all other products, Oka

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
A combination of functionality and character  

transforms a hallway into a compelling entrance
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Like a bounding dog happily greeting us at the 
front door, stepping into the hallway should 
be an uplifting experience. In the same way 
that we instantly absorb a dog’s cheery 

enthusiasm, the mood and tone of the hallway is one 
of the first things which is absorbed by guests as they 
form their first impression of our home.

Moreover, a well-designed hallway will provide  
a welcoming and functional room to both arrive in 
and depart from every day. To prevent the space 
becoming a transient area, seen as somewhere to 
quickly hurry through, treat the decor and furnishings 
with the same consideration as a sitting-room scheme. 
The resulting design should see practical needs met 
and combine with charm to make one linger and enjoy 
the room, whether guest or family. 

SIZE MATTERS 
Proportionally, hallways can be surprisingly small 
compared with the rest of the house. Many Georgian 
and Victorian townhouses have narrow hallways with 
only a staircase as a feature, whilst hallways in country 
cottages are often a winding passageway. Practical 
essentials can be used to make the most small hallways. 
“Mirrors are a good tool to give a small space a larger 
feel.” suggests Laure Chaudanson, furniture, fixtures 
and equipment manager at Helen Green Design. 
Interior designer, Samantha Johnson, says that “using 
multiple mirrors – a practical essential to check 
appearances before leaving the house – can help 
magnify natural light. Arranging different sizes and 
shapes of traditional and modern mirrors on a gallery 
wall adds instant glamour and can also be very useful.”  

ABOVE CLOCKWISE 
FROM TOP LEFT Hang 
a scenic, mural-style 
backdrop to transform 
a hallway’s 
atmosphere. 
Regatta wallpaper, 
custom-made sizes, 
Paul Montgomery  
Mix busy wallpaper 
with neutral paint to 
enliven a hallway. 
Paradise feather 
wallpaper, £131 a roll; 
woodwork: loft white 
222; walls: rolling fog 
pale 158, all from 
Little Greene
In large hallways, 
arrange furniture close 
together for a warm, 
intimate mood. 
Interior design by 
Helen Green Design 
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As hallways are the area where muddy boots are 
removed, and shoes are hurriedly put on, durable 
surfaces are fundamental. Johnson suggests. “Invest  
in an interesting, painted-wood panelling effect to waist 
height for a narrow hall; not only is this hard-wearing 
and practical, but it can be eye-catching and something 
different from traditional tongue and groove.”
  At the other end of the scale, large hallways can  
easily feel cavernous and, as a consequence, cold in 
atmosphere. Mary Graham, a founding partner of 
interior design and decoration practice Salvesen 
Graham, emphasises the importance of warmth 
underfoot. “We always recommend using a rug and 
plenty of furniture to make the space feel like a room 
in its own right, rather than simply a walkway. 
A circular hall table covered in piles of books, for 
instance, creates a wonderfully welcoming atmosphere 
and prevents a hallway from feeling hollow and 
empty.” See our flooring special focus starting on page 
103 for more advice on stylishly practical flooring. 

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
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A hall cupboard with faux 
books inset into jib-style 
doors offers a clever way  
to disguise coat storage.
£POA, Room design by 
Hayburn & Co
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CLOCKWISE FROM 
TOP LEFT Golden 
touches elevate the 
mood of this small 
hallway. Try Porta 
Romana for similar 
decorative lamps.  
A hanging lantern is 
ideal for one flight 
staircases. 
Hanging Blake 
lantern, from £1,320, 
Charles Edwards
A punchy paint colour 
and large floral 
display bring impact 
to a small hallway.
Interior design by 
Amory Brown
Tiered chandeliers 
draw the eye to a 
glamorous light-
enhancing spectacle.
Interior by Hayburn  
& Co, £POA

FURNISHING ESSENTIALS
Given that this is the space where we often find 
ourselves hurrying through, convenience is the 
watchword for furnishings. Storage for shoes, coats, 
bags and other outdoor wear, plus equipment and 
accessories, needs to be easily to hand. Hannah Brown, 
founder of interior design studio, Amory Brown, 
advises: “When thinking about creating storage space 
in a hallway, underneath the stairs is usually the first 
place to start, as this offers unused space that will not 
encroach upon the floor area. If there is panelling in 
the room or a detail on the staircase, it is helpful to  
tie this in with the front or doors to the storage area, 
so that it appears seamless and unfussy to the eye.” 
  Once storage is organised, ideally, it is desirable  
to incorporate seating, so there is a place to put  
on shoes or rest shopping. Samantha Johnson  
raises an interesting point, “An unusual alcove is  
the perfect spot for a fantastic feature chair, without  
any of the comfort-factor constraints, as it is often  
a place to perch briefly, rather than relax.”
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ABOVE LEFT Use 
alcoves to create 
built-in storage and 
seating; an all-in-one 
solution, which will 
provide a smart 
answer for an 
organised hallway.  
Honfleur limestone, 
£65 a square metre, 
Artisan of Devizes 
ABOVE RIGHT If a 
four-legged family 
member sleeps in the 
hall, a smart dog-bed 
design is essential.
Cecil dog bed in 
midnight blue, 
brushed linen cotton, 
from £150 for regular 
size, Sofa.com 
RIGHT Console tables 
with spacious drawers 
and a full-length shelf 
will provide ample 
storage for address 
books and keys. 
Petworth console 
table, £295, Within

   A console table is often also viewed as an essential 
hallway item, but size can be an issue.“If the hallway 
feels very small and a standard console table would 
obstruct the flow through the space, there are a few  
ways round this. A very slim console or a semi-circular 
or demi-lune console, for example would take up less 
space. Another alternative would be to have a slim 
shelf attached to the wall,” suggests Brown. Try The 
Dormy House and Scumble Goosie for smaller console 
tables and bespoke sizes, respectively.  

APPROPRIATE LIGHTING 
Lighting is central to making the hallway an inviting, 
but also a functional space. Graham details, “Hallways 
can often suffer from a lack of natural light. With 
clever lighting you can create an environment that feels 
bright and spacious.” Aside from the main lights, 
Graham suggests using a combination of table lamps 
and “picture lights, which take up very little space but 
add a lovely warm glow.” Layering lighting is also 
important for an atmospheric mood and flexibility. 

Sally Storey, design director from John Cullen 
Lighting, advises using LED uplights to highlight 
particularly beautiful features, combined with  
downlights and floorwashers, which cast a dramatic 
wash of light on the walls. “Another trick is to draw 
the eye to the next spot down a hallway, as this adds 
interest and helps to foreshorten a long, narrow space. 
The eye is always drawn to the brightest point, so 
consider lighting the half stairway or an object at the 
far end of your hall,” Storey reveals.

  For the main ceiling light, Alastair Hepher at Charles 
Edwards lighting enthuses, “Chandeliers or hanging 
lanterns can be used to create drama and mood.  
If there is a window above the door, centre the 
chandelier so it can be seen from the outside. Using  
a series of hanging lanterns in a hallway will create 
rhythm and flow to the space.” To make sure the 
hallway is appropriate for the light, Hepher councils, 
“As a rule of thumb, wall lights should be fitted 
approximately six feet from the floor, and you should 
allow seven-and-a-half-feet of headroom from the floor  
to the bottom of a ceiling light.”  
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The staircase can often be the  
main feature of a hallway, and it  
is worth investing in a design  
which befits the colours of the 
surrounding floor and wall schemes. 
Classic oak staircase design, from 
£2,000, Neville Johnson
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DECORATIVE MEASURES 

  The size of the hallway and the quality of light are 
primary considerations when choosing decoration. In  
a hallway with little natural light, this can be embraced 
in the decor with a more dramatic scheme. Graham 
enthuses: “Darker hallways are a great place to 
experiment with patterned wallpaper or bold paint 
colours, which might appear too bright and garish in  
a brightly lit space.” 

For a statement scheme, Johnson advocates 
wallpapering the hall ceiling to draw visitors’ eyes 
upwards. Graham also uses the same principle: “One 
of our favourite ways to add character to a hallway  
is to paint the walls and ceilings in a high gloss  
or lacquer. It works particularly well in small  
spaces, creating a jewel-like interior.”   
   Once the walls are decorated, window treatments  
are an excellent way to add colour. Patterned blinds 
give focus when drawn at night. Sweeping curtains add 
opulence, but should only be used on windows well 
away from the stairs, for safety. Pictures are another 
excellent way away to add colour. Chaudanson points 
out, “Since hallways are usually narrow and long, use 
artwork that does not need distance to be appreciated. 
For example, photographs or line drawings.”

Finally, for a striking finishing touch, Chaudanson 
advises, “Use quality antiques sparingly, one good 
piece, such as an antique rug or chest, makes  
a statement in its own right and will dress your  
hallway without clutter.”  n

ABOVE For hallways 
with several storeys, 
lighting specialist 
Charles Edwards 
suggests hanging 
formations to create  
a focal point at each 
of the landings.
Three-tier hanging 
loop lanterns, from 
£9,180, Charles 
Edwards; interior 
design, janebottomly 
interiors.co.uk
RIGHT Tongue-and-
groove walls help 
keep hallways warm 
as an extra layer of 
insulation. 
Partridge grey 
cabinetry and 
tongue-and-groove 
panelling, standard 
600mm unit from 
£465, 1909 
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Lock Stock and Barrel supply a wide range
of quality solid mahogany and walnut 

antique reproduction furniture. 

High Quality Solid Mahogany and Walnut Furniture 
at Low Prices 

www.lockstockandbarrel-uk.com

Tel: 01531 633 333

Up to 30% off the entire
Hampton Walnut Range. 

The pictured Demi Lune Table was £545 

Now only £436 with free UK delivery
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Used for thousands of years, wool is a versatile material 

that creates a chic, tailored look on upholstery and 
curtains and is available in a range of finishes and styles

OF WOOL
The allure

Soft to handle yet with a 
reassuringly dense, slightly 
felted finish, this curtain 
fabric comes in an 80% 
wool/20% polyamide mix. 
The subtle blending of 
yarns creates a beautifully 
melded colour. Curtains in 
Lisle Check, Slate, £97 a 
metre; chair in Stratford, 
Brown, £75 a metre,  
all Colefax & Fowler
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Soft, yet smart; cosy, yet cool; luxurious, yet 
completely natural: wool is nothing if not 
versatile. And while it can make an inviting 
and impressive addition to both contemporary 

and classic rooms, it is a fibre with a history that dates 
back thousands of years. It is thought that wool was 
first spun and woven into cloth in Britain during the 
Bronze Age. We had established a wool industry by the 
time of the Roman invasion in 55BC and, by the third 
century, British wool cloth was a major export to 
Europe, described as able to be “spun so fine that it is 
in a manner comparable to the spider’s web”. Martin 
Aveyard, design director of one of Britain’s last 

woollen mills, Moon, says: “Wool is an amazing fibre 
that has taken millions of years to evolve on a sheep’s 
back. It’s a much more complex fibre than anything 
man made. It’s got such a lot going for it.”

ALL ABOUT WOOL
There is no doubt that wool is an eco-friendly choice. 
A naturally renewable resource, as sheep are sheared 
annually as part of responsible husbandry, wool is 
sustainable in terms of production, biodegradable at 
the end of its life, hypoallergenic – it traps dust within 
its microscopic scales – and also absorbs and removes 
unhealthy compounds from the air. It is long-lasting, 

CLOCKWISE FROM 
TOP Teasel England 
specialise in wools. 
Chairs in Manor 
Tweed, Herring, £115 
a metre 
A showcase from the 
archives of Moon,  
displaying a selection  
of traditionally woven 
wool fabrics. 
A smart footstool or 
coffee table, made in 
Britain. Oxford 
ottoman, Althrop, 
£465, Within
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resilient, insulating and sound-absorbing, 
fire-retardant, wicks away moisture, has a 
natural crimp and elasticity, doesn’t soil 
easily and is thermo-regulating: in other 
words, it is cool in summer and warm in 
winter. Not to mention that it is soft and 
tactile, too. 

FROM HILLSIDE TO HOME 
Wool is only about two per cent of  
the international fibre market, but is, 
nevertheless, an enormous industry.  
Sheep are farmed around the world, from 
China to India, and the Middle East to 
Europe. New Zealand wool is renowned  
for its whiteness and uniformity, while 
Australia is a leading producer of merino 
wool. In the UK there are more than 60 
different breeds of sheep – a wider variety 
than in any other country – living a free- 
range life. Our varied terrain and climate 
mean that British fleece is varied, offering 
a choice of colour and texture, from crisp 
and strong to soft and fine, in natural 
shades that, often, do not need to be dyed. 

Once British sheep are shorn, the wool  
is taken to local depots, sorted by hand  
and scientifically tested. It is then sold to 
textile merchants at a fortnightly auction in 
Bradford. At this point it is ‘scoured’, or 
washed to remove grease and dirt, and may 
be blended to suit the needs of the textile 
industry: responding to price points and 
the requirements for different textures  
and properties. Next, it is spun into a 
continuous strong thread. For fabric 
weaving, the worsted technique is used,  
in which the yarn is spun from long, 
combed wool so that the fibres lie parallel, 
producing a smoother, finer finish than the 
woollen system of spinning in which the 
fibres lie in different directions. Finally, the 
spun yarn is woven into lengths of fabric. 

USING WOOL 
From the finest sheer weave to chunky felt, 
stretchy jersey and heavier tweed, with all 
sorts of plains, twills and herringbones in 
between, there are as many woollen fabrics 
as there are ways to manufacture cloth. 
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THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF WOOL

l Sheep’s wool Wool can be taken from any  
sheep fleece. Lambswool comes from a lamb’s  
first shearing. 

l Merino Very fine, soft and resistant to pilling, 
merino wool comes from the merino sheep,  
which has softer hair than other types of sheep.

l Mohair Long, lustrous and springy, mohair 
comes from the angora goat, which is shorn  
twice a year. 

l Angora Soft, fluffy, light in weight and highly 
heat-retaining, angora is made from the hair of  
the angora rabbit. There are concerns, however, 
about potential cruelty involved in its production. 

l Cashmere Cashmere is collected by combing  
the Kashmir goat and separating the coarse outer 
hair from the very soft, fine underhair (which is 
concentrated on the underbelly). 

l Alpaca Lustrous, fine and silky, alpaca is warmer 
than sheep’s wool and contains no lanolin, so is 
often good for people with sensitive skins. 

l Vicuna A speciality wool that is incredibly soft 
and fine, and correspondingly rare and expensive. 
It is made from the coat of the wild vicuna, a small 
camel-like animal that lives in the Andes. 

l Llama Technically a hair rather than a wool, 
llama fibre is warm and light. 

l Camel Camels shed their hair naturally every 
year, and the soft undercoat fibre is separated  
from the coarse, strong outer coat. It can be used 
on its own or blended with wool. 

LEFT SKETCH OF 
MOODBOARD ON 
PREVIOUS PAGE
Showcasing the great 
versatility of wool, our 
selection includes 
pure lambswools, 
traditional plaids and 
tweeds in coarser 
fibres and fine wool 
and silk blends.
1 Zelander Check, 
£198 a metre, Loro 
Piana  
2 Lisle Check, Aqua,  
£95 a metre, Colefax 
& Fowler  
3 Kersey, Silver 
Cloud, £56.75 a 
metre, Wemyss  
4 Naturally, Spring 
Oatmeal, £49.95 a 
metre, Moon  
5 Paddington Wool 
Pompom Fringe, 
Flannel Gray, £81 a 
metre, Samuel & 
Sons  
6 Finesse Dove, £100 
a metre, Mark 
Alexander 7 Kintore 
Russet, £94 a metre, 
Johnstons of Elgin  
8 Herringbone, 
Seaspray, £115 a 
metre, Teasel 
England  
9 Garrick, Sage/Rose, 
£93 a metre, Zoffany  
10 Lambswool, 
Stone, £100 a metre, 
Fox Linton  
11 Ginevra, £332 a 
metre, Loro Piana  
12 Paddington Wool 
Brush Fringe, 
Lagoon, £41 a metre, 
Samuel & Sons
Meerut Scissors, 
£12.95, Hen & 
Hammock

Some are as light as a feather, fluid and soft; others 
could be thick, durable and coarser to the touch. In 
terms of design, checks,  
of course, are traditional, and these range from small 
houndstooths to large plaids and tartans, while 
intriguing textures, digital prints and embroideries are 
becoming increasingly fashionable. Bridgette Kelly of 
the Campaign for Wool says: “In recent years wool has 
become more popular and we have seen people be far 
more creative with wool and use it in artistic ways.  
As well as the traditional plaids, major brands are 
producing some really interesting and inventive  
wool fabrics. There’s a hunger for authenticity and a 
growing interest in sustainability, as well as the idea  
of taking something old and giving it a fresh look.” 

Laimonas Gasiunas, production partner in WoolMe, 
says: “Wool gives a cosiness and warmth like nothing 
else, and has such sensitivity and softness.” He points 
out that wool can be mixed with other fabrics – either 
nylon or polyester to make it cheaper and add strength, 
or with a natural fibre such as linen, mohair or alpaca 
to alter the texture and drape. 

What can one use wool fabrics for? It depends on 
the type of wool and the way it is manufactured and 
finished. It is a hard-wearing, smart and resilient 
choice for upholstery, while wool curtains drape 
beautifully and block out light efficiently – though  
a wool sheer can be a lighter, airier option. It is a warm, 
soft and feel-good fabric for blankets, throws and 
cushions, great as an acoustic wallcovering, and lovely 
as a glowing lampshade. Martin Aveyard says: “Wool 
costs more but at the end of the day, it lasts longer, 
looks so good and feels so luxurious. Once people  
have used a wool fabric they come back for more.”  n
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Consider the floor as the fifth wall, and decorate it with 
a surface that adds style as well as function

THE FLOOR

Flooring offers a wonderful 
opportunity to add pattern, 
texture or colour underfoot 
and thereby give any scheme a 

completely cohesive finish. Of course, 
choice does have to be guided by practical 
considerations, too, but nonetheless the 
aesthetic possibilities are vast. 

The key is to choose a surface which 
magnifies and complements the essential 
mood of the room’s interior decoration. 
Whether wood, stone or carpet, it is also 

wise to be stylistically sympathetic to the 
age and vernacular of the property. Wood 
floors offer different plank widths and 
patterns and can be finished in a wide 
variety of ‘stains’, each imbuing a different 
character on the sliding scale from 
traditional to contemporary. Stone can 
have crisp contours or undulate with 
natural indentations to suit rustic, country 
style. Carpet has pleasing textural benefits, 
as well as endless patterns and colours. 
Here follows a useful buyer’s guide.

THE ENGLISH HOME 103

Take to

ABOVE A reclaimed 
17th century floor 
in English Pennine 
sandstone sets an 
authentic period 
feel in this beamed 
room. The random-
sized flags have been 
hand-matched to 
achieve the client’s 
desired colour. 
Reclaimed English 
Pennine, £354 
a square metre, 
Lapicida
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With its warm appearance, natural texture 
and wide variety of grain effects, wood 
flooring is endlessly alluring. 

Antique and reclaimed floors can 
complement a period property by 
imparting an authentic time-worn 
appearance and the unique patina of  
a naturally aged floor. ‘Antique’ or  
younger ‘reclaimed’ wooden floors are 
distinguished from ‘distressed’ wooden 
floors, which have been constructed from 
newer wood that has been treated to 
recreate an old appearance. 

Reclaimed wooden flooring is usually 
salvaged from old industrial premises or 
domestic settings, and is most commonly 
British and European oak and pine.  
More rarely, woods such as elm and walnut 
may be found. Exotic timber such as teak, 
keruing and mahogany are also available 
from some dealers. 

Pre-finished wooden floors, by contrast, 
are new floors that are sanded, stained and 
finished by the manufacturer. These are 
given multiple coats of durable urethane-
based protectant in the factory, some with 
aluminium oxide chips to prolong the 
lifespan of the treatment. They are often 
finished with a transparent, polyurethane 
wear layer cured by ultra-violet light, 
resulting in more effective surface 
protection than those treated in situ. 
However, such floors cannot be levelled  
by sanding once installed. 

‘Unfinished’ floors, by contrast, are 
sanded and finished in the home and may 
be custom stained to suit the room before 
being treated with protectant. Engineered 
wooden floors are a relatively modern 
concept, created by sandwiching together  
a minimum of five layers of wood or wood 

THE BEAUTY OF WOOD 

and MDF with glue. By carefully ensuring 
that the grain runs in alternating directions 
on each layer, the resulting boards offer 
good stability when facing environmental 
changes such as heat and humidity, 
because each layer is prevented from too 
great a movement in one direction by its 
neighbouring layers. Engineered boards  
are often recommended for use with 
underfloor heating. 

Engineered boards can also be glued  
or fitted, ‘floating’ for situations where 
nailing down a floor is not possible. 
Usually such floors are pre-finished. 
Sometimes referred to as ‘laminated  
wood’ floors, these should not be confused 
with totally synthetic, wood-effect laminate 
flooring. The total depth of the sandwich 
of wood layers above an MDF base  
will determine how many times such  
a floor can be sanded and refinished  
in future years.

In terms of design aesthetics, wood 
floors may be laid as parallel planks  
(offset so that the ends of each plank are 
staggered in comparison to its neighbours) 
or in a geometric, parquet design. Parquet  
is most commonly a herringbone pattern 
constructed of small wooden blocks, 
although more sophisticated geometric 
flooring patterns can be also achieved,  
if it is desired. 

For more ornate looks, ‘marquetry’ 
flooring, using curved patterns or  
inlaid metallic strips, is worth exploring. 
For a striking and unusual but very 
resilient surface, you could consider  
‘end grain’ flooring, made by cross-cutting 
or slicing logs into blocks or rounds with 
the annual growth rings exposed and  
laying with the cut edge showing. 
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MAIN With a light 
oiled finish, oak can 
take on a completely 
different character to 
its more usual country 
classic appearance.  
White Oil, made in 
solid oak, from £58  
a square metre, 
Junckers
LEFT Darkly handsome 
flooring adds drama. 
Oiled and textured 
Black Oak, in solid 
wood, from £119 a 
square metre for plank 
width 140mm, 
Junckers 
BELOW Parquet adds 
a rustic period flavour.  
Amtico parquet in 
teak, £58 a square 
metre; Carradale 
Kitchen, from £4,797, 
both John Lewis
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Planking comes in a huge variety of widths. 
Very narrow planks or very wide boards 
suit more contemporary schemes, whilst 
medium-width boards tend to fit a more 
country or classic aesthetic. 

The choice of wood and the amount of 
knots visible within the surface also impart 
a specific mood to a setting. Lighter woods, 
such as maple or birch, look contemporary; 
medium tones, particularly knottier pines 
and oaks, automatically suit a country 
environment; whilst rich, darker finishes, 
including walnut and mahogany, look 
smart when smooth or impart a strong 
heritage flavour when more textured in 
finish. Finally, to ensure a sustainable 
production chain, look to wood flooring 
suppliers with FSC accreditation.
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l  Lacquer A surface finish, either matt or shiny, which is durable and low maintenance, 
but can be prone to scratching and obvious wearing in high-traffic areas.
l  Oil On application, oil seeps into the wood, producing a waxed appearance  
which, although slightly less durable than lacquer, is easier to repair with  
repeated applications. A UV oil also protects the floor from greying caused  
by sunlight. Oil slowly builds up on repeated application, masking damage  
caused by wear and tear.  
l  Limewashing Originally used to protect timber from wood-boring insects, today  
it is used to lighten the grain with a mineral-based paste, usually titanium dioxide, 
mixed with a water-, oil- or wax-based carrier. The look is maintained with wax or 
Marseille soap, although a polyurethane varnish may be applied.
l  Whitewashing A whitening process achieved by the application of a diluted paint 
solution, commonly finished with a polyurethane varnish. 
l  Blackened A staining process that ranges from light to dark grey through to  
deep black. The wood is best bought pre-finished or pre-engineered as it is  
difficult to achieve a good finish in situ. 

A FINE FINISH



TOP LEFT Flooring is 
vital in setting a first 
impression in a hallway. 
Reclaimed Oak 
Herringbone, from £80 a 
square metre, Trunk
TOP RIGHT Wide, 
smooth, oak boards give 
a modern country flavour 
in this townhouse 
kitchen. Duo Living Nat 
Oak, from £43 a square 
metre, Kersaint Cobb. 
BOTTOM LEFT Imbue 
instant period style. 
Charlotte Antique Oak 
Parquet de Versailles in 
Light Brown with Ultra  
Matt Lacquer £480, 
Grand Collection, 
Victorian Woodworks
BOTTOM RIGHT The 
direction that boards run 
can visually widen or 
lengthen a room. 
Gosfield Antique Grey, 
£57 a square metre, 
Natural Wood Flooring 
Company
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STAYS LIGHT
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Call us
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Stone is an excellent material for floors.  
Its durability combined with natural beauty 
will bring a timeless aspect to any room.  
It is a material that may be purchased 
freshly quarried or reclaimed. The latter 
tends to be more expensive, but comes 
with an established patina and is less 
environmentally invasive. In terms of 
aesthetics, stone, of course, comes in  
an almost infinite variety of colours:  
from creamy travertine and honeyed 
sandstone to gentle greys or the dramatic 
dark look of riven slate.

Honed stone tiles have a surface which 
has been ground to a smooth, flat, matt 
finish for a natural appearance, with no 
reflective qualities. For naturally glossy 
stone, such as granite and marble, the 
finishing process ends without buffing. 
This makes honed stone a good choice  
for flooring where a polished surface may 
be too slippery, especially where water 
might be present – in a bathroom, for 
example. It is also more tolerant of foot 
traffic than a polished surface. However,  
it retains more porosity than polished stone. 

Modern silicone sealants may be applied 
to protect honed stone effectively from 
damage from spills and water – specialist 
stone suppliers can advise and help with 
the reapplication that will become 
necessary over the years.

Sandblasting is sometimes employed to 
achieve a rough, textured surface. The stone 
is blasted by sand at high pressure. This 
process is also used to remove contaminants 
from recycled or stained stone.

Some stone, such as travertine (a form of 
limestone) has a natural honeycomb 
structure. These holes can be left unfilled, 
revealing a natural texture, or they can be 

THE ALLURE OF STONE

filled with a very hard resin for a smoother- 
looking floor overall. Over time, small  
holes may reappear on the stone surface  
as the resin is reduced due to the natural 
process of wear and tear.

If you are seeking an aged appearance, 
look to reclaimed stone flooring or ask  
a supplier about antiquing effects. Small 
stone tiles can be machine tumbled with 
pebbles, sand or steel bearings to create  
an ‘antiqued’ look with a soft finish. 
Characteristically, the process creates  
a surface full of small pits and fissures, 
along with a worn edge. Larger tiles, which 
would break in this process, are hand-
chiselled, or a machine is used to roughen 
the edges. Another antique finish, 
‘flaming’, is achieved by searing the  
surface of the stone with high-temperature 
flames, producing a textured surface 
caused by the component surface crystals 
changing composition in the heat. Acid 
may also be used to accelerate the 
antiquing process.

The way each tile is cut also imparts  
a style characteristic. When a stone tile  
or slab has been cut with a saw on both flat 
sides to create a consistent thickness it is 
known as ‘calibrated’. This enables stone 
tiles to be laid flat and even. ‘Gauged’ 
stone is processed to a flat surface only on 
the back side of the tile whilst the front 
remains natural – this is useful for slate, 
flagstone or similar stone which is left 
unfinished or ‘riven’ on the top side. Riven 
is the name of the process of splitting and 
separating stone along its cleavage planes 
and produces a naturally uneven surface. 
Riven stone is particularly good for grip 
underfoot making it a useful choice for 
rooms where humidity or water 
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MAIN Large tiles can 
look sleek with crisp 
edges, but here 
tumbled edges suit 
the style of this 
modern classic kitchen.  
Dijon Tumbled 
Limestone, from  
£42 a square metre, 
Mandarin Stone
BOTTOM LEFT TO 
RIGHT An elegantly 
classic stone pattern.  
Crema Bisque 
polished marble  
with insets Marron 
Emperador 
Cabuchon, £150  
a square metre, Trunk
These Shire Flagstones 
are offered with an 
aged or a tumbled 
finish. The aged 
flagstone has  
a pillowed/broken 
edge whilst the 
tumbled tile is honed 
and tumbled.  
From £62.40 a square 
metre, Indigenous.
Toulon limestone with 
Artisan Antiqued 
effect, used here for  
a boot room, is 
hand-worked to 
smooth down and 
slightly undulate the 
surface and round the 
edges to replicate the 
qualities of ancient 
flagstones. 
Flagstones 50cm  
x random length x 2cm, 
£120 a square metre, 
Artisans of Devizes 
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spills could be an issue, such as kitchens, 
bathrooms or pool rooms.

To maintain a stone floor, it should be  
dry mopped or swept frequently to remove 
abrasive dirt, and wet mopped occasionally 
with a high-quality string mop, wrung out  
to remove excess water. Abrasive cleaners or 
detergents containing chemicals should not 
be used, especially those containing acid,  
as these may stain the stone or damage 
calcareous stone such as limestone or marble.

Regular polishing is required particularly 
for high-traffic areas, and this should be 
done by a professional for the best finish 
and to prevent damage. Interior and 
exterior mats may also be used to limit  
the amount of dirt and water brought  
in by foot traffic from the outside.

The choice of tile edging has almost as significant an aesthetic impact on the final 
look of the floor as the choice of surface texture, as it affects the way that the tiles  
sit next to one another, and the amount of grout that is seen. 
l  Bevelled The edge of a tile is angled so that it is not perpendicular to the face of 
the tile. This means that two tiles together will have a softly V-shaped channel 
between them.
l  Bullnose This rounded top edge is used as the finishing tile or to turn an outside 
edge.
l  Chipped Tile edges have been deliberately chipped for an antiqued look and suit a 
more rustic interior style.
l  Pillowed or cushioned The straight edges of a tile have been rounded and softened 
for a gentle country allure.
l  Interlocking Where the edges of two tiles overlap or fit together to form a solid 
surface – ideal for sleeker, contemporary interiors.
l  Straight A uniform, square edge gives a crisp look that minimises the amount  
of grout on view.

TILE EDGE OPTIONS

CLOCKWISE FROM 
MAIN Slate is not the 
only dark stone 
option. Black 
Emperador Honed 
Marble flooring in  
60 x 60cm format, 
£95.98 a square metre, 
Mandarin Stone
A hard-wearing 
limestone sourced 
from Egypt has been 
used in this sleek, 
contemporary kitchen. 
Aged Muscat, £72  
a square metre 
(for size shown), 
Martin Moore.
This textured, warm, 
beige limestone has 
scattered fossils 
across the surface. 
Aged Melbury from 
£78 a square metre, 
Martin Moore.
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WineRacks
 MANUFACTURED BY A & W MOORE

WE MANUFACTURE THE LARGEST RANGE OF WINE RACKING IN THE 
UK PROVIDING THE ULTIMATE SOLUTION FOR STORING WINE.

Wineracks.co.uk is a family-run company providing a comprehensive range 
of high quality wine racks, wine cabinets and storage solutions. We have 
built our reputation on building bespoke wine racks using only the finest 
materials, to not only provide you with the storage solution that is tailor-

made for your wine cellar, but also to ensure that no matter which option you 
choose, your wine storage solution will preserve your wine or Champagne 

for generations. Our reputation for quality products at affordable prices 
combined with great personal service means that we now have clients 

in every corner of the world as well as across the United Kingdom. From 
luxurious hotels to countryside restaurants and private residences.

Tel: 0115 944 1434
information@wineracks.co.uk        www.wineracks.co.uk

H A N D M A D E  A R T I S A N  R U G S 
T H A T  M A K E  A  D I F F E R E N C E

C L E A N I N G   R E S T O R A T I O N   V A L U A T I O N

HALF PRICE SALE

at Bookbarn International, Wells Road, 
Hallatrow, Bristol, BS39 6EX

01761 451 764
katya@orientalrugsofbath.com
www.orientalrugsofbath.com
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Quality carpet and underlay automatically 
sets a cosseting mood – not only to the  
eye, but also in the soft spring underfoot.  
The look and feel of a carpet is largely 
dependent on its constituent yarns and  
fibres, the manufacturing method and  
the type of pile on the carpet surface. 
Britain continues to be noted for its  
quality carpet manufacture – particularly  
in the Midlands. 

Axminster is a premium woven carpet 
and also a brand name. The carpets are 
made with a pure wool or predominantly 
wool-based yarn and are typically patterned. 
Originally handknotted, they are now 
machine woven. Cut yarns are inserted 
through the backing yarn whilst weaving. 
Once secured, the tuft is cut, creating  
a U-shaped pile. The weave is of high 
density, resulting in a highly durable 
carpet. Axminster carpets offer a wide 

colour spectrum in their designs. They are 
the only company to wash, dye and weave 
their carpets in Britain today.

Wilton carpets are woven in a continuous 
thread, which makes them most suitable 
for plain carpets, but they can use up to 
five colours to form a striped design. When 
manufacturing, the piles can be sheared or 
left in looped form. 

Berber carpets are named after the North 
African tribe that traditionally used the 
bulky loop pile construction that is 
characteristic of the modern carpet. These 
carpets are generally plain or have a slight 
stripe, but commonly the yarn is made 
from twisted fibres that contain flecks of 
contrasting colour. The loops may be all 
the same length or may be of two or more 
lengths to create a textured appearance. 
They are hard-wearing but tend to snag in 
households with animals.

Tufted carpets can come in a cut or loop 
pile or can combine the two. They are 
sometimes wool-rich but more often are 
used in combination with synthetic yarns 
or are completely synthetic. The carpet  
is manufactured by injecting the pile  
into the backing material. As the weavers 
can control the tuft size, it is possible to 
create carpets with varying patterns or 
surface textures. The finished carpet is 
then dyed and the back side of the carpet  
is coated with latex.

Flatwoven carpets are a historically 
accurate style enjoying modern currency. 
Constructed by hooking wool or cotton 
through the meshes of a sturdy fabric,  
flat-weave carpets can consist of the simple 
interlacing of yarns with one set of warps 
and wefts, creating a plain weave. However, 
compound weaving, involving additional 
sets of warps or wefts, can be employed 

THE SOFTNESS OF CARPET 

CLOCKWISE FROM 
TOP LEFT This 
unusual wood-grain 
effect design is  
a collaboration from 
Timorous Beasties 
and Brintons.  
Grain du Bois,  
£89.99 a square 
metre, Brintons
A smart check  
can look  
surprisingly modern.  
City Plaids 
Kensington carpet, 
£69.99 a square 
metre, Brintons
Silky-look carpet adds 
a sense of luxury.  
Tokyo carpet, in 5m 
width, 40% bamboo 
60% polyamide, 
£40.99 a square 
metre, Kersaint Cobb 
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to create patterns and designs, most 
notably stripes. The carpets are generally 
long-lasting and wear well in heavy traffic 
areas. They are popular for smart flooring 
on staircases in particular.

Measuring a room is best left to an expert. 
All carpets should be fitted in accordance 
with BS5325, the British Standard for  
the installation of textile floor coverings 
Always buy new underlay with new carpet.

To support homegrown carpet retailers 
and manufacturers, the Carpet Foundation 
operates a code of practice approved by the 
Trading Standards Institute. As well as  
personal service, you receive a written 
quotation, extended guarantees, deposit 
protection (up to 33.5 per cent) and a 
conciliation service, should problems arise. 

l  Cut pile These carpets are manufactured by cutting the yarn loops to produce  
an upright pile. This produces a neat, smart appearance.
l  Velvet pile This is a soft and even cut pile with a soft and slightly twisted, upright 
finish. It results in a luxurious, glamorous look but does display tracking from  
footprints and vacuuming.
l  Cut pile twist A pile that is highly twisted so that it lies in different directions.  
The finish is smooth and textured but wears well and is the most common form  
of tufted carpet. Twists can be plain or ‘heathered’, meaning it has a mottled  
appearance. It is popular for hiding marks, making it ideal for rooms that get a  
lot of foot traffic or are heavily used.
l  Loop pile Formed by leaving the loops uncut once they are inserted into the  
backing. The loops can be level or multi-levelled to create a textured look or  
a pattern within the carpet.
l  Cut and loop pile Combines the two piles to create a range of distinctive designs, 
with a stylish, textured finish.

PILE TYPES 

TOP LEFT TO RIGHT
Create an optical 
illusion of a wider  
or longer room with 
striped carpet.
Domino twist stripe, 
100% wool, £36.50  
a square metre, 
Victoria Carpets. 
All patterned carpets 
help hide dirt and 
dust. Stripes are 
particularly smart for 
hallways. Bouclé 
Neutrals in Sloane 
Steel, 50% New 
Zealand wool, 50% 
polyester, £25  
a square metre, 
Cormar Carpets
MID LEFT TO RIGHT
A floral design makes 
a visual connection 
with the garden.  
Bloomsbury Summer 
Breeze, £63 a square 
metre,  Ulster Carpets
Roger Oates might 
claim to have ignited 
the current vogue  
for striped stairs.  
Chartres Jute 
flatweave, 70cm  
wide joined by hand 
to create wall-to-wall 
fitted carpet, £125  
a linear metre, plus 
fitting, Roger Oates
This Catherine Lace 
design pattern is 
made using an 
‘overtuft’ method  
of production,  
which allows 
woven-style designs 
on a tufted carpet.  
Catherine Lace,  
80/20 wool blend, 
£45 a square metre,  
Adam Carpets
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J Hayden Carpets

NATURAL RUGS 
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CARPET STYLE DIRECTIONS 
Carpet remains the most popular floor 
covering in the UK. “Pattern is growing  
in popularity as homeowners realise  
the decorative benefits of pattern 
underfoot,” says Rupert Anton of  
The Carpet Foundation.

Plaids are extremely in vogue at the 
moment, in both fashion and interiors, 
adding character and depth to any home. 
Rich ‘Scottish’ tartans offer an air of 
tradition and integrity, but can work 
surprisingly well in more modern interiors. 
Sophisticated geometrics are rapidly 
gaining popularity and, in soft colours, 
look remarkably chic. Stripes continue to 
inspire as a choice for hallways and stairs.

Those not ready to commit to pattern 
might look instead to texture via loop  
piles or in products, such as Faroe from 
Gaskell Wool Rich. This is an elegantly 
understated means of adding character to 
the floor without going so far as pattern.

When it comes to plain, grey is a popular 
choice.“Neutrals still reign, but many 
buyers are moving away from the natural 
shades of beiges and creams. There are 
many variations of grey which makes it  
a great base shade to build from and allows 
it to work well with most colour and 
decorating schemes,” says David Cormack, 
marketing director of Cormar Carpets.

Joanna Ramsden, creative manager at 
Wools of New Zealand, concurs. “White 
and natural colours are the mainstay of 
carpet palettes as they are classic base 
shades – sophisticated and elegant. ‘Greige’ 
continues to grow in popularity, as it 
provides a balance of warmth with cool 
tendencies. Bright shades are disappearing 
from palettes in favour of stronger, 
saturated colours with personality, that  
are bold, but not shocking.”

ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS

SWATCHES  
Itschner in Light Grey 
and Kensington in 
Egyptian dark cotton, 
100% wool, £100  
a square metre,  
Royal Borough  
range, Axminster

TILES
The choice is endless: from porcelain tiles 
which mimic stone or wood to traditional 
encaustic designs for period flavours in  
a Victorian hall or kitchen, and mosaic 
tesserae to create murals underfoot.  
Tiles are particularly suited, of course,  
to bathrooms, halls, kitchens and 
conservatories. The continental use  
of tiles in other reception spaces has 
never really caught on in the UK.
 
NATURAL FLOORING
The term ‘natural flooring’ is widely used 
to relate to woven floor coverings created 
from plant fibres (although, of course, 
wood, stone and wool carpet are all 
natural, too). These provide alternative 
textures and chunkier weaves such as 
basketweave and bubble weave, 
and include coir (from coconut husk),  
jute, sisal, seagrass and rush flooring.  
Most are grass varieties from as far afield 
as Mexico, India and Vietnam. Rush is 
the most indigenous of the options; 
created from freshwater English bulrush 

and suitable for woven matting with  
a medieval provenance. Each plant fibre 
has different properties that affect use. 
Do discuss suitability with the supplier, 
taking care with choices for bathroom 
and staircases. Brands include: 
Alternative Flooring, Crucial Trading, 
The Natural Flooring Company and  
Rush Matters.
 
HARD VINYL
At the luxury end of the market, hard 
vinyl flooring (as opposed to on-the-roll 
vinyl) offers a floor which primarily 
mimics stone and wood. It can be laid as 
tiles or planks, or can be cut into bespoke 
patterns. Some require underlay and 
glueing in place, but click-lock, floating 
innovations are available. They can be 
installed over concrete, timber, stone and 
many other sub floors – and some are 
useable with underfloor heating, too, 
providing this is kept to 27˚C. Hard  
vinyl needs no maintenance apart from 
general cleaning. Brands include Amtico 
and Karndean.  n

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT  
Fine Seagrass Herringbone, £29 
a square metre, Crucial Trading
Marble Light Grey and Dark Grey 
matt glazed porcelain tiles, £59.95  
a square metre, Original Style
Bespoke design Patina Dusk PT24, 
RiverstoneTundra RS40, Stira Canyon 
MS48, Stria Lava MS44, £70 a square 
metre, Uniquely Amtico
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California Shutters’ Classic 
poplar wood shutters can 
be custom painted. 
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Shutters are enjoying something  
of a renaissance. Introduced 
in Tudor times before glass 
became available, solid shutter 

boards also gave extra security to homes. 
Later, the Georgians commonly used  
shutters that folded back into an architrave. 
Today, shutters offer timeless style, 
enhanced privacy, light control plus noise- 
and heat-insulation properties. 

“Many of our customers choose identical 
shutters for every window, which gives  
an attractive uniform look to the exterior  
of their homes, too,” comments Marie 
Cook from Thomas Sanderson.

STYLE BENEFITS
The choice of finish is important. For 
traditional, older properties, oil-waxed 
wooden shutters are eminently stylish,  
however, wood also suits more 
contemporary settings particularly those 

with natural floors or exposed oak beams.
Painted wooden shutters are very popular. 
White is a simple and classic finish that 
will stand the test of time – this can be 
particularly effective in a child’s bedroom, 
for example – however painted shutters can 
provide a unique focal point to a decorative 
scheme. Most companies offer bespoke 
paints besides their standard colours.

Faux leather- and suede-covered shutters 
offer a more tactile aesthetic. The New 
England Shutter Company offers the 
option of an attractive artificial-leather 
finish. This broad range of coloured and 
textured nylon and polyester fibre products 
from American supplier Majilite® offer  
exceptional performance; as these are 
UV-stable, they will not fade in sunlight. 
Besides the company’s measuring and 
fitting service, they also offer a home-design 
service and will bring sample panels and 
hardware to be viewed in situ.

VARIETIES OF DESIGN
Functionality is key according to Khara 
Hall from Plantation Shutters. “You  
need to consider how you will want to use 
your shutters. Half-height ‘café-style’ 
shutters fold back concertina-style, or 
alternatively, if a greater degree of  
privacy is required, full-length plantation 
shutters can be adjusted manually to 
regulate the levels of light.”

Shutter panels should reflect the design 
of the glazing beneath – a series of three 
window panes will work best with three 
similarly-proportioned shutter panels. 

Consider solid shutters which cover the 
entire window for a nursery or child’s 
bedroom. Options include Georgian, 
Victorian or Edwardian detailing, or 
Shaker and raised-panel styles. 

Plantation shutters with either fixed  
or rotating louvres or ‘slats’ are more 
versatile than solid designs. Louvre 
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Suitable for windows old and new, choosing the right shutter can enhance 
the ambience of both a traditional or contemporary home 

CASTING A NEW LIGHT

ABOVE Offering unrivalled levels of privacy, these tier-on-tier, half-louvred shutters 
offer near blackout shading, from Thomas Sanderson. TOP RIGHT Luxaflex 
faux-wood shutters come with 64mm or 89mm louvres.
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Leicestershire - London

CHECK OUT 
OUR NEW 
WEBSITE

London Show Room 
102 Waterford Road, 

London, SW6 2HA
Tel: 0207 751 0937 

www.shuttershop.co.uk

For over 25 years The Shutter Shop 
has been the leading expert in 

interior plantation shutters. 
O�ering the most comprehensive 
shutter range available in the UK.

OUR NEW 
WEBSITE

London Show Room 
102 Waterford Road, 

London, SW6 2HA
Tel: 0207 751 0937 
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grown in New England, as the stable 
climate there means that trees grow slowly, 
very tall and straight. The wood fibres  
in the grain are tight and close together 
making it very strong,” says Harriet 
Shackleton from The New England  
Shutter Company.

Wood is not by its nature waterproof; for 
kitchens and bathrooms, The New 
England Shutter Company recommends 
teak and western red cedar. Certain other 
timbers can be affected by water ingress,  
so it is important to speak to the supplier 
about any specific requirements. Some 
companies use a water-resistant paint finish 
on wood such as poplar to make them 
suitable for bathrooms and wet rooms. 
Vinyl or ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene 
styrene), is a type of plastic which can  
be painted to offer a waterproof solution 
for windows which are directly adjacent to 
particularly wet areas. 

Basswood (from the linden tree) is a very 
popular and robust hardwood favoured by 
many shutter companies. “A basswood tree 
grows very slowly, producing a wood which 
has an extreme strength-to-weight ratio and 
straightness with a tight grain. As it can  
be sanded to a very fine finish, painted 
basswood shutters have a flawless 
appearance,” says Ken Rotchell from 
Thomas Sanderson. “Hardwoods are 
graded by quality and defects. To ensure 
the quality of our shutters we only use  
first and second grade FSC basswood.”  

TOP LEFT Full-height shutters stretch from the top to bottom of the frame giving 
definition to a window, Hillarys. TOP RIGHT Bespoke shutters can enhance unusually-
shaped windows, from The Shutter Shop. BELOW LEFT Plantation Shutters’ classic white 
teak bi-fold shutters are ideal for controlling light in a bedroom. BELOW RIGHT Paint 
finishes can be formulated to cope with the humidity in a bathroom, Clement Browne. 

widths vary from 47mm to 114mm, and 
the choice is largely dictated by the style  
of window and its proportions. Period 
windows tend to look better with smaller 
louvres, whilst larger louvres allow in  
more light and feel more contemporary.

There are various styles of plantation  
shutter: a tier-on-tier design has two sets  
of panels that operate independently  
of each other, offering equal degrees of 
privacy and control over the light. 

Café-style shutters, with panels covering 
only the lower section of the window, have 

a continental feel. These may provide  
an attractive option for kitchen or sitting-
room windows, if privacy is required 
without covering the entire window.

For taller apertures, full-height or French 
windows, full-height shutters are ideal. 
Bespoke shutters may be commissioned for  
curved, porthole or angled designs  
to help further enhance these features.

QUALITY & FINISH
A quality, sustainable hardwood shutter  
is a premium product. “We use wood 
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Mark Carter from Shutterly Fabulous 
agrees, “We prefer hardwood, it is durable  
and will not mark. Softwoods, including 
pine, are popular in America, but we find 
that they are not scratch resistant.” 

Factory-sprayed shutters offer a smooth, 
even finish. The process undergoes 
rigorous quality control measures. “We 
routinely perform QUV accelerated 
weathering testing on all our shutters,” says 
Robert James from Plantation Shutters. 
“QUV testing simulates extremely harsh 
environmental conditions with respect  
to UV light, temperature and moisture.”

FIXING CONSIDERATIONS
“Shutters are a piece of furniture and must 
be an absolutely perfect fit,” suggests 
Andrew Chalk at The British Blind and 
Shutter Association. “Windows need to be 
measured accurately and the shutters 

should be installed professionally. An 
experienced fitter will understand the 
nuances of different types of windows  
and shutter designs.”

There are no minimum size 
requirements for shutters. They can  
be mounted onto a batten frame which  
sits within the architrave making them 
perfect for period windows where they  
will not obscure any of the original detail. 
Other companies design shutter frames  
to fit over the window frame. If an 
allowance needs to be made for a window 
to open inwards, the frame can be 
mounted on the wall outside of the 
window aperture. 

Even fixing shutters into a PVC frame  
should not a problem according to Murray 
Clark at California Shutters. “PVC is fine 
to fit to as long as you do not penetrate the 
internal seal of the plastic.”  n 

TOP LEFT Hardwood slats from Plantation Shutters offer plain rather than grooved styles for  
a cleaner and simpler look. TOP RIGHT The simplicity and flexibility of classic tier-on-tier shutters 
work brilliantly in the most elegant of settings, from Shutterly Fabulous. ABOVE Pastel shades 
work well in children’s bedrooms, such as these blue faux suede covered shutters, New England 
Shutter Company.

ADVICE AND CARE

·Dust does not tend to collect on 
shutters in the same manner that it 
does on fabric curtains and blinds, 
making shutters an ideal solution 
for homes with pets or for allergy 
sufferers. Remove any dust that 
does collect with a soft lambswool 
or ostrich feather duster; wipe 
louvres individually with a damp 
cloth, then finish with a dry cloth. 

·Solid shutters may be used to 
help to decrease both heat loss 
and heat gain in summer and from 
direct sunlight. Findings from a 
study at Glasgow Caledonian 
University showed that internal 
wooden shutters reduced heat  
loss by as much as 51%. Louvres 
can be angled to direct harmful  
UV rays away from delicate fabrics, 
furniture or flooring.

·When the panel doors and 
louvres are closed, plantation 
shutters provide effective sound 
insulation, although traditional 
solid panel shutters are even  
more effective.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE OPEN FIRES

SOLUTIONS FOR FIRES THAT SMOKE
Give your room the beautiful open fire it deserves.  
Our wood-burning convection fire allows you to design 
a unique period-style open fire for your home with 
confidence, because it’s HETAS approved and won’t smoke. 
Includes fire, canopy, dog irons and grate.
Problem chimney? Thatched property? 
Call 01905 820181 to find out how 
our fires can help.

paul@camelotrealfires.co.uk 
www.camelotrealfires.co.uk

NEW 
WEBSITE

Full of projects & inspiration
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Can you reveal a favoured wallpaper 
brand whose collections always inspire?
I’ve always admired Zuber, the French 
wallpaper and fabric company that prints 
and produces beautiful monumental scenes 
for interiors. Every printed scene on paper 
has to be engineered onto each given wall, 
so it’s not ideal for every space. However, 
when the paper scale fits the space, the 
overall effect is stunning. The skill and 
methodology that Zuber uses to print its 
papers leaves me in awe. Its woodblocks 
were all carved between 1787 and 1830. 

Name a favoured paint brand or colour
I’ve been using a lot of Little Greene paints 
recently on my large projects as I love their 
Absolute Matt emulsion. It has a three per 
cent gloss level, so it’s chalky and powdery 
looking. I especially love Little Greene’s 
Loft White. It’s the most discreet whitish 
grey. I wish I’d discovered this finish earlier 
– it would have saved a lot of research time.
 
Which craftsmen do you admire?
I was at the Royal College of Art in the late 
1970s with Anthony Collett. Tony has 
always been a big influence in my life – his 

ABOVE Timney is excited about her first 
collection for Marks & Spencer Home, 
including a range of dining and kitchen ware  
in her signature black and white colourway. 

SUE TIMNEY
LITTLE BLACK BOOK

Interior textile designer and former British Institute of Interior Design 
president Sue Timney has brought her distinctive monochrome style 

to commercial and residential projects for over 30 years. Here she 
reveals her key influences and sources of inspiration 
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eye for detail and the influence of classical 
architecture in his work still allows for 
progressive views and innovation within  
its solutions. This approach inspired me.  
His company Collett -Zarzycki creates  
the most stunning bespoke furniture.  

Describe a recent personal purchase 
I recently treated myself to a wonderful 
treasure trove of items in an auction lot at 
Gorringes Auction House in Lewes. The 
lot I bought contained items ranging from 
ceramic buttons, ties, pens and wonderful 
ceramic boxes from the 1960s and all by 
Fornasetti. I can’t think of any other 
situation that would enable me to purchase 
such a unique group of items like this in 
one go and without costing me a fortune.
 
Do you have a treasured possession?
I have many many treasured possessions,  
as I’m a maximalist. My collections stretch 
to every room in my home. Each collection 
– whether it be ceramics or edition prints 
– has its own particular resonance for me 
and because of this I am often given  
pieces by friend or clients to add to these 
collections. At this particular moment  
my favourite and most treasured item is a 
print that I was given by a very dear friend. 
It’s a Sheila Rock edition photographic 
print of David Hockney – and needless  
to say, it’s in black and white.
 
Which buildings or places inspire you?
Churches have become my life’s 
architectural passion. I’m really pleased  
to be working as a consultant with the 
Churches Conservation Trust, taking 
inspiration from their magnificent 
collection of 350 churches which are 
peppered across the country; all are of 
exceptional artistic and cultural value  
and the Trust breathes new life into them.  
They allow camping overnight in some  

of their wonderful churches, so it’s almost  
like having your favourite museum to 
yourself for the night. I am particularly 
taken by their outstanding medieval  
wall paintings and carvings, which will 
form the basis of my next collection for  
the Trust. You can find out more at  
visitchurches.org.uk

Which events are in your diary for 2016 
Alexander Calder has been one of my 
icons since I first went to art college at the 
age of sixteen in Carlisle. The Alexander 
Calder: Performing Sculpture exhibition ends 
in April at the Tate Modern, so I’m going 
to slip in one more time before then.  
I originally studied sculpture for my first 
degree so his pioneering work, especially  
in kinetics, and his background as an 
engineer are a combination I understand. 
My father was a military engineer so we 
grew up surrounded by his models and 
drawings. Calder’s minimal and yet 
powerful approach to colour – black,  
white and red in particular – has always 
been an inspiration for my own work.  n

BELOW Timney is ensuring one more visit  
to Alexander Calder: Performing Sculpture at 
the Tate Modern before it closes on 3 April. 
Calder’s Triple Gong c.1948 is shown. 
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Now, as a reader of The English 
Home, you can benefit from special 
rates on home and contents cover 
placed through leading insurance 
advisers Smith Greenfield.

This carefully researched insurance 
opportunity has been specially 
created for High Net Worth 
individuals and is available to 
homeowners whose properties are 

valued at over £250,000 or have 
contents worth more than £75,000.  

It comes with many benefits that 
standard high-street policies do not 
offer, and readers of The English 
Home will receive preferential rates 
and access to products only available 
through expert independent advisers. 
Equally important, claims will be 
settled promptly and without fuss. 

•  Warranty-free policies – your property 
is still covered even if you fail to set 
your alarm

•  The cost of alternative 
accommodation, if your home 
becomes uninhabitable

•  Cover for garden furniture, statues 
and equipment

•  Family travel insurance, including for 
children travelling on their own

A beautiful home…
DESERVES PROPER PROTECTION

THE ENGLISH HOME INSURANCE OFFER
PREFERENTIAL 

TERMS

Having spent precious time creating your beautiful home, it is important 
to ensure that you have the right insurance cover in place to safeguard 

your house, valuables and lifestyle.

Call us on: 020 8603 3730 
Visit us at: www.smithgreenfield.co.uk

Special benefits  
can include:

For a free quote or more information: 

for readers of  
‘The English Home’

TEH MARCH16 Insurance ad.indd   1 26/01/2016   14:58

http://www.smithgreenfield.co.uk


Voted Best Holiday Accommodation Provider for Customer Service  
at the 2015 British Travel Awards.

English Home - full page ad.indd   1 10/12/2015   12:32



QUINTESSENTIALLY
Inspiration for seasonal pastimes, to make the most of life at home, starts here 
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EGGS FOR EASTER
As a symbol of new life, eggs have long 
been associated with spring festivals and 
were adopted by Christians at Easter as 
symbolic of the opening of Jesus’ tomb 
at the Resurrection. Prettily decorated 
eggs are often given as gifts in a tradition 
dating back to the Middle Ages. King 
Edward I is believed to have popularised 
this; records show he had 450 boiled 
eggs decorated for members of the royal 
household. Chocolate eggs are a popular 
alternative today – consider homemade 
options using a mould; try Lakeland for 
a range of large and small, or Chocolate 
Mould Designs for bespoke options. 
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Spring holds boundless pleasures for life at home, whether watching birds from the kitchen window or planting hyacinths 
in pots for windowsills to fill rooms with a heady scent. Bake something delicious for Mother’s day and take inspiration from 
the colours of spring to update your dining table or frame a beautiful view with new, gently patterned curtaining. 
SHOPPING CREDITS, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Linea Ceremony white dinnerware range, House of Fraser • Pussy 
Willow Apple floral curtain fabric, £36 a metre, Laura Ashley • Shawls from £35 • Highgate Ditsy tableware range, from £5, 
both Cath Kidston • Background: Fabienne, natural, £55 a 10m roll, Sanderson.
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Step into Spring

THE ENGLISH HOME 129

Embrace the season by starting a vegetable plot, decluttering 
the kitchen and enjoying seasonal bakes and blooms
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SPRING 
ARRANGEMENT
What could be 
more uplifting 
than starting the day 
greeted by a glorious 
profusion of flowers? 
These beautiful 
arrangements have 

been created for a console or dressing table 
by award-winning florist Jay Archer.  

The spring flowers Jay has used are lilac, 
anemone, Prunus, hazel catkins, tulips, 
David Austin roses, English paperwhite 
narcissi and hellebore. She explains: “All 
but the roses will be available in the garden 
from February to April/May. Roses are 
available from the florist or can be ordered 
direct in mixed flower boxes from flowersby 
clowance.co.uk or scentednarcissi.co.uk.”

When arranging flowers for a dressing 
table, Jay suggests using a footed vase 
for interest. “The long vase works well 
as it sits snugly under the mirror, almost 
framing the viewer’s face and spring 
flowers especially, smell divine – spring is 
my favourite time of year for scented 
flowers. You could also use muscari, 
fritillary, ranunculus, forget-me-not, or 
wallflowers, which have a sublime subtle 
scent and come in all sorts of blended 
peaches and creams. Towards the end of 
March, the first English sweet peas are 
available from sweetpeasdirect.co.uk and 
are such a treat! Posy vases and bud vases 
work well on tables too, as they can be 
placed in between perfume bottles, 
snipping heads from the garden.”

These pretty, melt-in-your-mouth 
biscuits are sandwiched with oozing 
raspberry jam and smooth vanilla 
buttercream. The recipe below makes 
12-16 biscuits.

You will need:
200g butter, softened 
75g icing sugar 
1 tsp vanilla-bean paste 
200g plain flour 
30g cornflour
½ tsp baking powder 
Pinch of salt 
1-2 tbsps whole milk

For the buttercream:
75g butter, softened 
150g icing sugar, plus extra for 
dusting
½ tsp vanilla-bean paste 
3-4 tablespoons good-quality 
raspberry jam

2 large piping/pastry bags fitted 
with a large star nozzle/tips
2 baking sheets lined with baking 
parchment 

• The butter must be very soft, so, if 
necessary, give it a 10-second burst in 
the microwave. Place in the bowl of a 
stand mixer, add the icing sugar and 
beat for at least 3 mins until pale, 
soft and light. Add vanilla-bean paste. 
• Sift the flour, cornflour, baking 
powder and salt into the bowl. Add 

1 tbsp of the milk and mix until 
smooth and thoroughly combined. If 
the mixture looks a little stiff, add a 
little more milk to loosen it. 
• Spoon the mixture into one of the 
piping bags and pipe even rounds 
onto the prepared sheets, leaving a 
little space between each one to allow 
for spreading during cooking. Chill 
in the fridge for 30 mins. 
• Preheat the oven to 170°C/375°F, 
gas mark 3. Bake on the middle 
shelf for 10-12 mins until firm and 
starting to turn golden brown at 
the edges. Leave to cool for three 
mins, then transfer to a wire rack 
to cool completely. 
• Meanwhile, prepare the 
buttercream. Put the butter and 
icing sugar in a large mixing bowl 
and cream together until really pale 
and light. Add the vanilla bean paste 
and mix again to combine. Spoon 
the buttercream into the remaining 
piping/pastry bag. 
• Turn all the biscuits upside down 
so that they are flat side uppermost 
and pipe half of them with a swirl of 
buttercream. Spread the remaining 
biscuits with raspberry jam and 
sandwich together. 
• Dust with icing sugar to serve. 

Recipe from Afternoon Tea at Home by 
Will Torrent, published by Ryland Peters 
& Small, £19.99. Photography by 
Matt Russell

VIENNESE WHIRLS 
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This spring, as the time comes to 
plant crops, consider implementing 
the conception of companion 
planting. We are inspired by this 
extract from the book 365 Nature, 
written by Anna Carlile. The book 
is packed with ideas for seasonal 
projects to connect readers with 
nature throughout the year. 

Companion plants are the allies of 
the plant world – when planted next 
to each other in your garden beds, 
companion plants will help with pest 
control, improve taste and increase 
yield. Anna suggests starting with 
these popular companion plants and 
watching your garden grow:
• Basil can be grown with tomatoes 
to repel aphids and is said to 
improve the taste of your tomatoes.
• Chives planted under roses may 
deter aphids and blackspot.
• Rosemary is said to repel carrot fly 
and therefore goes well with carrots.
• Sunflowers planted with sweetcorn 
could increase the yield, and may 
also attract ants away from your 
corn crop. 
• Do not plant dill or celery near 
your carrots as they release a 
substance that discourages growth.

365 Nature by Anna Carlile, £25, 
published by Hardie Grant. 

COMPANION PLANTING

ORGANISING THE KITCHEN 
The thought of tidying can sound like hard 
work, however, the reality can be a 
therapeutic and rewarding process. It can 
be enjoyable to take time to consider where 
items work best and reorder everything to 
create an neat and functional finish. And 
because the kitchen is nearly always the 
heart of the home, rearranging shelves and 
drawers will help to make daily routines 
more efficient – effective storage is often 
more than half the battle. 

Attractive containers and vessels provide 
decorative interest, which can be difficult 
to incorporate into a kitchen. For dry 
storage, glass containers keep food fresh 
and look smart lined up regimentally along 
a shelf. Try John Lewis, India Jane, 
Divertimenti and Graham and Green for 
fetching glass vessels; those shaped like 
bonbon jars and large glass cloches have 
elegant silhouettes. 

For storing vegetables, bread and larger 
packaging, The Somerset Willow Company 
has a tempting range of smart handmade 
willow baskets and kitchen-drawer baskets 
designed to fit neatly inside drawers. 

To incorporate a brighter touch, and 
capture the country kitchen mood, Emma 
Bridgewater’s tinware, stacked in matching 
designs, adds a cheery splash of colour to 
kitchen surfaces. 

For period properties, hark back in time 
and organise utensils in antique jugs 
sourced from second-hand shops. 
Alternatively, for more demure kitchen 
designs, Garden Trading offers storage 
solutions in muted neutral tones.    

plant crops, consider implementing 

, 
written by Anna Carlile. The book 

Thompson & Morgan’s online 
companion planting guide also has 
useful suggestions at thompson-morgan.
com/companion-planting-guide. 
These include:
 • Plant nasturtiums as a sacrificial 
crop to lure aphids away from your 
runner and French beans. Cabbage 
white butterflies will lay their eggs 
on nasturtium plants, keeping 
caterpillars away from brassicas, 
such as cabbages.
• The pungent smell of French 
marigolds deters whitefly.
• Sow spring onions amongst your 
carrots – the smell of onion deters 
carrot root fly. The smell of carrots 
also deters onion fly from onions.
• Mint helps to deter flea beetles, 
which chew irregularly shaped holes 
in the leaves of radish and kale.

IMAGES FROM LEFT TO RIGHT 
Make the most of the garden with an 
efficient and organised planting system.
Enjoy bountiful summer harvests by 
adding some companion plants.   
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Rearranging the kitchen 
shelves provides the ideal 
opportunity to make sure 
treasured decorative 
china collections are 
prominently on display. 
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GARDEN NOTES

There are few better ways to inject a little sunshine 
into the garden than with a splash of golden 
colour. British pottery brand Iron & Clay is 
known for classic, authentic designs that utilise 
organic, locally sourced materials. Its new Rustic 
collection contains a range of stylish flowerpots 
and candleholders that are poised between 
pastoral elegance and cutting edge chic. Featuring 
shimmering gold detail in the form of metallic 
rims, the charming handmade pots perfectly 
capture the essence of modern country living. 

Garden inspiration from the team on our sister title, The English Garden

THE ENGLISH HOME

 Artistic adventure

Midas touch

Evoking a sense of springtime 
in the home need not require 
digging up the garden. When 
carefully matched with an 
existing colour scheme, a 
framed botanical print can  
create an attractive floral  
focus in any room.

Master the art of creating 
detailed botanical illustrations 
on a three-day course set in 

the magnificent surroundings 
of the Mediterranean Biome  
at The Eden Project, Cornwall. 
Led by established botanical 
artists Ros Franklin and Mally 
Francis, the course is suitable 
for both beginners and 
improvers and costs £180  
for each person, including 
lunch and refreshments. 
edenproject.com

In spring the light scent  
of daffodils perfumes the air 
across meadows, hedgerows and 
English country gardens. These 
delicate flowers blossom in 
abundance throughout the 
month of March and are perfect 
candidates for cut flower 
arrangements. From  
the classic buttercup-yellow 
Narcissus ‘Actaea’, to the 
palest-cream narcissus ‘silver 
chimes’, daffodils offer a simple 
way to create a fresh and 
quintessentially English focal 
point in the home. Place a 
bunch of these blooms in a large 
vintage jug or a tall glass vase.  
Sarah Raven offers a wonderful 
range of daffodil bulbs from as 
little as £2.28 for 10.   
sarahraven.com

For those harbouring 
green-fingered aspirations 
‘grow your own’ herbs and 
flowers are a reliable way to 
achieve garden satisfaction. 
The process of growing and 
tending to plants is both 
therapeutic and beneficial, 
as it can provide an ample 
supply of culinary treats and 
cut flowers. Herbs such as 
chervil, coriander and dill 
can all be sown this month, 
along with a number of 
sublime summer flowers, like 
achillea and antirrhinums.

Sophie Conran’s sensory 
seed collection would be  
a good place for budding 
horticulturists to start. These 
beautifully packaged packets 
of seeds contain full growing 
instructions as well as expert 
tips and recipes.  
Sophie Conran seed 
collections, £9.95,  
Burgon and Ball.  

Beautiful blooms

SUBSCRIBE
Our sister title,  
The English Garden,  
is filled with inspirational 
gardens and seasonal 
planting ideas. Treat 
yourself to a trial 
subscription of three 
issues for just £7.50 
(usually £12.60) 
– delivered to your door free of charge. 
Visit chelseamagazines.com/TEG-EH62 or 
call 01858 438854 and quote LTEGEH62.

Grow your own
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A tiny tender garden pea is exquisite, “with a flavour and aroma that is the  
pure essence of spring,” says Raymond Blanc. “When the pea plants flower, 
the taller varieties, in particular, bring real beauty to the garden, and in  
my kitchen we love to use the flowers and shoots, almost as much as the  

peas. When I had my first restaurant in Oxford, before I had a kitchen garden, we  
would finish at 1am, and a few hours later I would be out with my young team of  
chefs in the fields of the local pick-your-own farm.”

Passion
In the book Kew On A Plate, chef Raymond Blanc shares mouth-watering  

recipes and his passion for home-grown seasonal vegetables, including the pea  

 ON A PLATE

“I love peas, especially when they are 
tiny, oval and barely formed. It is very 
wasteful, I know – a total indulgence, 
but for the gourmand, pure heaven. 
They are so sweet and tender; you 
only need 10 seconds’ cooking to 
soften them. By the middle of the 
season they are perfect, but beware  
of old, end-of-season peas that will be 
floury and tough, and will lose colour 
when you cook them.” 

Raymond Blanc

GROWING NOTES
• Fresh peas are divided into shelling peas 
and the edible-podded varieties of 
mangetout and sugar snap peas. Shelling 
peas are grown only for the seeds (peas) 
inside, and the pods are discarded, whereas 
the edible-podded ones are eaten whole. 
• Like potatoes, shelling peas can be  
early or maincrop. Early varieties can be 
harvested in around 11-13 weeks after 
sowing, whilst maincrop varieties will take 
about 15 weeks. 
• Whilst most peas need to be sown in 
fairly warm temperatures, sometime 
between March and June, some of the 
hardy varieties of shelling pea being grown 
at Kew, such as the low-growing Douce 
Provence and Feltham First, can also be 
sown in mid-October to November, if  
the weather is mild. These grow over the  
winter and produce an early harvest  
from May onwards. 
• In the autumn/winter before planting, 
dig some rotted manure into beds that  
are in a sunny area of the garden or have 
dappled shade. 
• Edible-podded varieties are sown at the 
same time as shelling peas. Mangetout are 
best harvested whilst the pods are still flat, 
whereas sugar-snap peas should be left 
until semi-mature, when the peas inside 
the pods are beginning to swell. 

• Shelling peas are often divided into 
‘wrinkle-seeded’ varieties, which tend to be 
sweeter, and ‘smooth-seeded’ types, which 
are often hardier, but contain less sugar. 
• Although peas (including mangetout and 
sugar-snap peas) can be sown directly into 
the ground, mice love them and will ravage 
the tiny plants given a chance, so ideally 
start off your seeds during February/March 
in a greenhouse or on a windowsill. Peas 
produce quite long roots, so to avoid 
disturbing them when you transplant them 
into the garden; rather than planting in 
pots, use trays of deep modules, or ‘root 
trainers’, which open out like a book. Or, 
if you happen to have a length of drainpipe 
to hand, you could cut it in half lengthways 
and use each half as a container for 
planting, which will allow you to slide the 
seedlings off into the beds later. Push the 
seed no deeper than 5cm into compost, 
cover with more compost, and water in. 
• Plant out the seedlings when they are 
15-20cm tall, no higher, as the more top 
growth, the more stress they will feel  
when transplanted. 
• Growing peas will need to be supported. 
For low-growing varieties, you can use hazel 
pea sticks; taller varieties can be supported 
by runs of canes with netting stretched 
across; however, they look most beautiful 
supported by cane teepees, as at Kew. 
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SPRING PEA RISOTTO
Serves: 4- 6
Preparation time: 10 mins 
Cooking time: 40 mins

For the pea stock (makes 600ml):
350g fresh pea pods, shelled 
(use the shells for the stock and the 
peas for the purée and vegetables)
350ml iced water

For the pea purée:
100g fresh peas (shelled weight)
10g unsalted butter
Pinch of sea salt
For the risotto:
½ white onion, diced
2 tbsp refined olive oil, or 30g 
unsalted butter 
1 small garlic clove, finely grated 
200g carnaroli rice 
100ml white wine, plus extra to finish 
40g freshly grated Parmesan
Sea salt & freshly ground black pepper
For the vegetables:
5g unsalted butter
120g baby courgettes, 2mm slices
140g fresh peas (podded weight) 
40g French breakfast radish, sliced 
40g radish tops
40g baby leaf spinach

To finish:
Juice of ¼ lemon
50ml extra virgin olive oil, or 50g 
unsalted butter
To garnish (optional):
15g pea shoots, blanched in boiling 
water for five seconds 
20g Parmesan shavings

• Start by making the pea stock. In 
a large pan of simmering water, blanch 
the pea-pod shells for one minute. Using 
a slotted spoon, remove the blanched 
shells and refresh them in the iced 
water. (By refreshing the pods in the iced 
water, you not only retain the colour, 
but also the freshness, and maximise the 
retention of vitamins and nutrients.)
• Once cooled, blitz the iced water and 
blanched pea pods in a food processor 
until smooth and strain through a fine 
sieve. Set aside 100ml for the purée and 
the remaining 500ml for the risotto.
• Next, make the pea purée. In a small 
saucepan on a medium heat, sweat the 
peas in the butter for five minutes, 
adding a pinch of salt. Add the 100ml 
of reserved pea stock, bring to a boil and 

simmer for four mins. Transfer to 
a blender or food processor, blend until 
smooth and leave to cool.
• For the risotto, in a medium saucepan 
on a low heat, sweat the onion in the 
olive oil with a pinch of salt for two 
mins until translucent. Add the garlic. 
Stir in the rice and continue 
to cook on a low heat for three minutes, 
until the grains of rice appear shiny 
(this will give flavour and prevent them 
from sticking together).
• Pour in the white wine, then the 
500ml of reserved pea stock, stir and 
bring to the gentlest simmer with only 
one bubble breaking the surface every 
minute. Season with salt and pepper, 
then cover with a lid and leave to cook 
for 20 minutes. Check every now and 
again that it is not boiling.
• After 20 minutes of cooking, pick up 
a grain of rice. You will see a tiny speck 
of white starch in the middle – this 
means the risotto is nearly cooked. Now 
you need to add the creaminess that we 
love so much in a risotto, and that 
means five minutes of hard and fast 
stirring. By beating the rice, each grain 
will rub against another, which will 
extract the starch and give the rice its 
beautifully creamy consistency. Stir in 
200ml of the cooled pea purée, which 
will revive the colour and add freshness. 
Stir in the Parmesan, taste and correct 
the seasoning. Set aside.
• Prepare the vegetables. In a small 
saucepan on a high heat, bring the 
butter, 50ml of water and a pinch of salt 
to the boil. Add the courgettes, cover 
with a lid and cook on a high heat for 
30 seconds, then add the peas, radishes, 
radish tops and spinach, cover again and 
continue for 20 seconds.
•Stir in the lemon juice, olive oil or 
butter and maybe a dash of white wine 
to sharpen the flavour. Taste and adjust 
the seasoning. You can serve the risotto 
in a large dish topped with the vegetables, 
blanched pea shoots and a few Parmesan 
shavings, or in four large bowls.

CHEF’S NOTE 
“I developed this technique of cooking 
a risotto as a means of saving time. 
I hated watching my chefs spend so long 
stirring the rice. My method requires less 
time and effort, but every grain of rice is 
perfectly cooked. Those last five minutes 
are crucial. By stirring you work the 
starch and extract it, which is what gives 
the risotto its hallmark creaminess.”  n

• For the tallest varieties you need canes of 
about 2.5m for your teepees. “Put them in 
before planting, to avoid disturbing the 
roots later,” says Kew gardener Joe Archer. 
“Place your canes in a circle, spacing them 
out evenly at around 15cm intervals, then 
tie them together at their tops. It is a good 
idea to put in some little hazel pea sticks or 
twigs between each cane, so as the plants 
grow, their tendrils can latch onto them.”
• Once the teepees are in position, plant 
your peas in a single or double circle of 
drills (furrows made in the soil) around the 
outside of the canes. The drills need to be 
4-5cm deep and the seedlings 5cm apart.
•Keep the bed weed-free and do not over 
water before the plants flower. Once they 
flower, water will help pods develop.
•All peas need to be harvested regularly to 
encourage more pods to be produced. The 
pods on the lower part of the plants will 
mature first, so begin harvesting these and 
work your way up as the pods mature. 
• Late in the season, the leaves of 
maincrop varieties can be affected by 
mildew, which causes them to discolour or 
turn yellow. Remove affected leaves and 
avoid overhead watering.

Recipe and text 
taken from Kew 
on a Plate with 
Raymond Blanc 
(£25, published by 
Headline), out now. 
This book is 

available to readers of The English 
Home for the special price of £12.50, 
including UK P&P. Tel 01235 827702, 
quoting KOAPEH. Ends 30 March.
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Mothers. They bring out the very best and  
the very worst in us, often making us 
somehow regress to our teenage selves.  
I know a high-flying city lawyer  

who actually threw a full-blown tantrum when her 
mother questioned her juice fast. She blushed as she 
recounted how she stormed out of her own kitchen 
shouting, “But everyone’s doing it, Mummy!”.

Even as Mother’s Day fast approaches, I find it a little 
difficult to talk about my own mother. Our relationship  
is often strained. It has been a little easier recently, as she 
has spent the last six months in a commune in California 
learning to get in touch with her spirit guide. As I am sure 
you can imagine, I have little time for such nonsense, not 
least because it takes me back to some awkward years in 
my childhood when she insisted we wore nothing but 
orange and ate only “fallen food”.

I have always been keen to conform and found her 
silliness too trying. If I am terribly honest, one of the 
things I found most attractive about Mr M was his 
sensible family. Whilst my mother left my father when  
I was very young, Mr M’s parents would not dream of 
allowing any new-fangled ideas about ‘finding oneself’  
get in the way of their marriage vows.

I loved the way Old Mrs M was quietly in charge,  
and the fact she did not wear kaftans in garish colours.  
Instead, she favoured lambswool twinsets, tweed skirts  
and shoes with a sensible heel. I adored her, although  
I admit to finding her a little frightening. She has 
softened as she has got older, but only very slightly.

My mother is all for allowing everyone to express their 
feelings and often telephones to tell me the innermost 
workings of her mind. She has crushes on men younger 
than my own children, and feels it is both her right and 
duty to pursue these yearnings. Only last year, she came  

to stay for a week with a chap still in his twenties; he 
called himself Leaf, had not washed his hair for a week 
and – although he proclaimed himself vegan – made the 
most frightful mess in the kitchen when trying to fry 
bacon directly on the Aga boiling plate. He insisted it  
was for the dog, but none of us believed him.

By contrast, Old Mrs M arrives with flowers from  
her garden, a home-baked Victoria sponge and a  
critical eye. Mr M finds it trying when she complains 
about something we have done to the house, but  
I rather like it. I believe it shows she cares not only  
about what was once her home, but that she also  
wants the very best for her little boy, even though  
his childhood is a train long since departed.

Of course, Mother’s Day is a time to celebrate all  
that is good about one’s Mama so I am trying very  
hard to embrace my mother’s quirks and to give her a 
present that is truly meaningful. I have spent many  
hours on yoga websites trying to find the perfect mat,  
but after a number of technical issues, I am wondering  
whether Mercury may be retrograde. My mother swears  
this is invariably the case when things go wrong.

Mothers have a fine line to tread. My own mother and 
Old Mrs M are at opposite ends of the maternal 
spectrum. Mr M 
recalls a childhood 
conducted with 
military precision 
by a rather stern 
nanny. He talks of 
seeing his parents 
at a set time and 
only when he  
was at his tidiest.  
My mother, on 
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Mrs Minerva Writes...

BELOW RIGHT 
A pretty, well-turned 
cake stand always 
makes a lovely gift for 
the mother (or 
mother-in-law) who 
has everything.  
Bluebellgray 
hand-painted cake 
stand, £48, 
Houseology 



The art of

HONOURING  
YOUR MOTHER
Passionate about quintessential English 
customs, our incognito columnist reminds us 
to do the best things in life in the most elegant 
fashion, always with a twinkle in her eye 
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the other hand, felt it her duty to be hands-on and 
involved in every aspect of my life. If I went to a party  
she would wait up until I got home – not to ensure I  
had not had a sneaky G&T, but instead to question  
me in great detail about whether I had kissed anyone. 

I try to keep my mother and Old Mrs M apart as  
they cannot stand the sight of one another; they are  
very competitive in the grandparent stakes and try hard  
to outdo each other. Old Mrs M offered practical help 
with school fees when the time was right, and before  
Mr M and I had to ask for help. My own mother, on the 
other hand, feels it is her duty to fill their heads with all 
sorts of mumbo-jumbo. The latest was that if any of  
them wished to secure a first-time buyers’ mortgage  
they should feng-shui the lavatories at their places of  
work in order to create a money fountain that would,  
in turn, bring them financial good fortune.

When my youngest daughter decided she wanted to 
dye her hair pink and join a band, my mother took her 
aside and lent her the £10 it cost to buy the colorant. The 
desired result was a soft, pastel hue; the reality was a harsh 
fuchsia that took months to remove from the bath. Poor 
Old Mrs M had to have a stiff drink and a long sit down 
on encountering her granddaughter in the village shop.

My mothering style is probably somewhere between  
the two. I want my children to be happy, of course, but  
I also want them to follow the rules. My mother’s 
haphazard approach to life is rather stressful, so it is 
important to me that I do not have to cope with similar 
things from my children. Being telephoned at 6am to 
have to bail someone out of a Turkish jail is problematic 
enough when that someone is a parent; it would be 
unthinkable if it were my child. As a footnote, I ought  
to point out it was all a mistake involving some floor  
tiles and my poor mother, for once, was not at fault.

 I try to guide my children to do the right thing, to 
follow their dreams – to an extent – and to be kind and 
polite. After all, what more can a parent want than 
children who are secure in their place in the world?  n

MOTHER’S DAY GIFTS
These delightful gifts should please  
any mother, whatever her tastes

My mother was a fan of aromatherapy long before it was 
fashionable and could often be found mixing all sorts of scents in 
our kitchen. As a child I hated it, as I felt all mothers should smell  
of either Chanel No 5 or baking, depending if they 
were the glamorous or homely variety. Now, though, 
I do see her point. A little glamour goes a long way, 
so I am very taken with the gorgeous 
Jenny Packham for Neom Real Luxury 
scented candle. Made up of 21 delicious 
essential oils and beautifully packaged, 
this candle ticks all the boxes for both 
me and my mother. It costs £80 and is 
available from neomorganics.com

SCENTS AND SENSIBILITIES

Mrs Minerva Writes...

DAY TRIPPERS

Astley Clarke’s Biography Pins are utterly adorable. Inspired by 
beloved icons, they add a touch of sparkle to even the plainest  
of jackets and will definitely appeal to my mother’s more hippy 
tendencies. I rather love the four-leaf clover design, but think  
she might like the Hamsa better. Made from 18-carat gold-plated 
sterling silver, featuring white sapphires and coloured gemstones, 
the pins cost £55 and are available from astleyclarke.com

PIN SHARP

I have learned that if my mother and I do something we both enjoy 
and which offers a distraction, it can be quite pleasant. As we both 
love art, I am considering taking her to the V&A to see the 
Botticelli Reimagined exhibition. It is set to be the largest Botticelli 
show in Britain since 1930 and will explore the ways artists and 
designers have reinterpreted Botticelli’s works. The show runs from 
5 March to 3 July at the Victoria & Albert Museum;  
visit vam.ac.uk for more information.

LEFT An indulgent  
spa day is often a 
welcome treat, however 
luxurious toiletries or  
a soft spa-style robe can 
evoke a longer-lasting 
sense being pampered.  
Mum embroidered 
luxury bath robe,  
£114, The Fine  
Cotton Company 

LEFT Sandro Botticelli’s 
dreamy mythological images 
have inspired artists and 
designers for centuries. 
BELOW Gold Vermeil  
Hamsa Biography Pin,  
£55, Astley Clarke 
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BEDROOMS

May we invite you to the coastal resort of Grange over Sands, within easy 
reach of the Lake District, and to stay at our comfortable hotel overlooking 

the picturesque coastline of Morecambe Bay.
April 25th-July 3rd  Any 4-night break from £361.00pp D,B&B.

Park Road, Grange-over-Sands, LA11 7HQ
Tel. 015395 33026.  www.clarehousehotel.co.uk

Clare House

Inspectors’ Choice Hotel 

Clare House
Located on the picturesque coastline of Morecambe Bay,  

within easy reach of the Lake District.
Re-opening March 23rd following winter refurbishment. 

Spring Special Offer, March 23rd-April 22nd, any 4-night break from £332.00 
pp D,B&B. Book before February 15th to receive 5% off our Spring terms. 

Park Road, Grange-over-Sands, LA11 7HQ
Tel. 015395 33026.  www.clarehousehotel.co.uk

May we invite you to the coastal resort of Grange over Sands, within easy 
reach of the Lake District, and to stay at our comfortable hotel overlooking 

the picturesque coastline of Morecambe Bay.
April 25th-July 3rd  Any 4-night break from £361.00pp D,B&B.

Park Road, Grange-over-Sands, LA11 7HQ
Tel. 015395 33026.  www.clarehousehotel.co.uk

Clare House

Inspectors’ Choice Hotel 

FLOORING SERVICE

Submissions and 
samples welcomed.

All work considered, 
no agent required.

FURNITURE AND JOINERY

01509 234000 - www.floorsofstone.com
Cotes Mill, Nottingham Road, Loughborough, LE12 5TL

01509 234000 - www.floorsofstone.com
Cotes Mill, Nottingham Road, Loughborough, LE12 5TL

01509 234000 - www.floorsofstone.com
Cotes Mill, Nottingham Road, Loughborough, LE12 5TL

DIRECTORY
TO ADVERTISE CONTACT LAURENCE BALDWIN ON 01242 216093 

LAURENCE.BALDWIN@ARCHANT.CO.UK
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ACCESSORIES

My Leather Manbag

“Hello darkness, my 
old friend, this could be 
the start of a beautiful 
relationship”.

Contact: 0333 1234 104   
www.myleathermanbag.com

How about one of the stylish bags 
made from the finest leather. 
My Leather Manbag’s fine travel 
companion, like true love, will 
last a lifetime. Featured is the 17 
inch Cargo Bag (£175) perfect for 
day to day use.

To receive a 15% 
discount across 

the site use NS15 
at checkout. Free 

Delivery

ANTIQUES

BEDROOMS

www.snug-interiors.com   �   01730 894 754

Beds, mattresses, bed linen, furniture, sofa beds and home accessories

*Feefo Independent Reviews ratings as of April 2015

From the home  
of Bespoke bedlinens
Luxury  
lambswool  
and cashmere  
blankets

0845 226 7388  
www.yorkshiremillshops.com 

FURNITURE AND JOINERY

www.englanderline.com
0044 (0) 203 441 6160
0044 (0) 78 7203 1136

sales@englanderline.com

•  High End Furniture
•  Made to Measure Curtains

•  Handmade Accessories
•  Custom made orders 

BEDROOMS

ACCOMMODATION

Located on the picturesque coastline of Morecambe bay within easy  
reach of the Lake District. Enjoy a relaxing spring break, a garden of 

blossoming colours, magnificent views & award winning food awaits you. 
Re-opening March 25th following winter refurbishments.

Clare House

Park Road, Grange-over-Sands, LA11 7HQ
Tel. 015395 33026.  www.clarehousehotel.co.ukInspectors’ Choice Hotel 

Spode Indian Sporting Jug
Antique, collectable and new china for 

dining, kitchen, bathroom & gifts.
Spode, Burleigh, Portmeirion, Johnson 

Bros & Churchill specialists.
We ship safely and quickly worldwide.

www.blueandwhite.com
Lovers of Blue & White EH23 Steeple
Morden, Royston, SG8 0RN, England

Revival advert 93x58_2.indd   2 29/05/2015   13:10

for sales/enquiries or FREE brochure call - 01423 500442

LONDON PUBLISHER
WILL ARRANGE 

PUBLICATION OF  
YOUR BOOK

Printing works also undertaken
Letter only in the first instance to: 

The Editor, New Millennium
34 South Molton Street

London W1K 5RG

www.newmillenniumpublishers.com
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FURNITURE AND JOINERY

www.kirkdale.co.uk
FOR A FREE BROCHURE CALL 01495 243999

Woburn 3 seater sofa was £599 - NOW ONLY £449

120 X 99 WOBURN KDL_Layout 1  19/01/2016  10:58  Page 1
FURNITURE AND JOINERY

Plants of Distinction
Flower & Vegetable Seeds Collection 2016

www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk   Tel: 01206 307999
REQUEST YOUR FREE CATALOGUE TODAY

PLANT SEEDS
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MISCELLANEOUS

A draught-free 
door from top 
to floor!
The CosiDOR curtain  
rail ADJUSTS ITSELF  
AUTOMATICALLY lifting the 
curtain as the door opens

The Track House, Blackwell 
Business Park, Blackwell, 
Warwickshire CV36 4PE
Email: info@trackhouse.co.uk
+44 (0)1608 682001
www.trackhouse.co.uk

PUBLISHERS

TILING

TO ADVERTISE
CONTACT

LAURENCE
BALDWIN

01242 216093
Something for

everyone...

GIFTS

www.hihosilver.co.uk
tel 01460 221 006

(also available in stores at Dorchester and Sherborne)

Free Gift Wrap.  Enter code LOVE16 at checkout (exp. 29/02/16).

Sterling Silver Russian Rings - from £30

For Your Love...
Hiho Silver is a treasure trove of unique and elegant creations. 

From exclusive sterling silver jewellery to beautiful gifts... 

perfect for Valentine Day!

EH MARCH Hiho MOCK UP.indd   1 12/01/2016   13:13

FURNITURE AND JOINERY
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POTTERY

For thoughts that last...

Doris & Co Creamware pottery. 
Mugs with meaning... Hold a good thought.

Gifts beautiful, dutiful and wise. 

Prim, proper and a little bit 
posh... packed beautifully*.

Free GIFT WRAP. 
Enter code EHMAR16. Expires 29/02/16

Made in England
www.dorisandco.co.uk
(* Gift Wrap option)

For thoughts that last...

Doris & Co Creamware pottery. 

Doris EH Mar16.indd   1 12/01/2016   13:12

TILES

POTTERY

Susie Watson Designs pottery is handmade
and hand-painted in Sri Lanka. 

Our look is both contemporary and classic.  

We believe that using lovely things everyday can be a 
source of unexpected pleasure. On a practical note, our 

pottery is  strong enough to survive everyday wear and tear 
and is suitable for dishwashers, microwaves and ovens. 

For the full range of Susie Watson Designs 
products do visit the website: 

www.susiewatsondesigns.co.uk

www.SILVERWOODshu�ers.co.uk 
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info@SILVERWOODshu�ers.co.uk 
01727 822 600 

shu�ers 
SILVERWOOD 

SHUTTERS
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Coming next month

ON SALE 2 MARCH

Get ready to redecorate. We reveal the beautiful spring fabric 
and wallpaper collections, plus a fabulous kitchen Special

• Four gorgeous homes filled with envy-inducing decor 
• Golden glow: how to use the new yellows  

• Kitchen style guide: inspiring insights from the professionals  
• The latest gadgets for home cooks

theenglishhome.co.uk

Best Demolition
Tel 01435 862381
bestdemolition.co.uk

Boujis bar
Tel 020 7584 2000
boujis.com

Eliza Barnes
Tel 01273 486800
elizabarnes.com

F Schumacher
Tel 020 7259 7280
fschumacher.com 

Farmiloe Bathrooms
Tel 020 8685 6800
farmiloes.com 

Martin Brudnizki
Tel 020 7376 7555
mbds.com

Nina Campbell
Tel 020 7225 1011
shop.ninacampbell.com

Rodgers of York
rodgersofyork.co.uk

Sebastian Herkner
Tel 01716 549009
sebastianherkner.com

Stephanie Dunning
Interior Design
Tel 01722 710608 
stephaniedunninginterior
design.com

Stuart Groves 
Tel 01494 446460
stuartgrovesfurniture.co.uk

Thomas & Thomas 
Tel 01235 851144
thomasthomas.net

Top Dog
Tel 020 3019 2380
top-dog.com

Urban Infill architects
Tel 020 7268 9856
urbaninfill.co.uk

ADDRESS 
BOOK

Follow us on Twitter @englishhometeam and 
Pinterest at pinterest.com/theenglishhome
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146 THE ENGLISH HOME

Drawing on the design ethos of the Arts 
and Crafts movement, Charles Morris 
pours just as much passion into his light 
fittings as his architectural projects

Sometimes the most resourceful and creative notions are 
born out of frustration with the status quo. Having worked 
as an architect for around 40 years, and dissatisfied with  
the range of light fittings available for the buildings he  

was working on, Charles Morris set up The English House in 2006, 
creating his own fittings with simple lines and good proportions.  
“It seemed as though there was a lack of fittings in the gap between 
the revivalist and the contemporary,” explains Morris. “So often the 
contemporary were in weird materials or wacky forms: bundles of 
plastic spaghetti for a chandelier and that sort of thing. Furthermore, 
there was a gap between the over-ornate and the crudely utilitarian.”

It was after working on one particular architectural project in 
Cambridge that Morris decided to take matters into his own hands. 
“I went to Browns in Cambridge, had a coffee, and sketched out  
four designs for wall lights. I had those made as prototypes, and  
we used one of them, which is our Sapperton fitting today.”

More designs were soon created to meet the requirements of 
various building projects. “Our River Farm ceiling lantern arose  
from a large new house in the Scottish borders, where we needed  
a fitting that looked right in the passages off the main hall. Our 
Brampton swivel table lamp evolved as a need for a lamp that you 
could use beside a four-poster bed,” says Morris.

A sideline to Morris’s architectural work, The English House’s 
products are popular with interior designers, private customers and 
even royalty. “The royal family have had quite a lot of my fittings. 
Anmer Hall had a chandelier in the main bit of the new room  
I did for them, along with some River Farm lanterns.” 

With the overall look of a property at the forefront of his mind, 
Morris does not favour his own creations with his architectural 
clients: “I’ll always show them other designs and outlets, and  
would only put forward my own if I thought they suited the 
building,” he clarifies. But, as the old adage says, if you want  
a thing done well, sometimes you just have to do it yourself.  n
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Authentically 
ENGLISH

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP The Quenby Five Branch Chandelier, £660, has 
with a unique “link hook” system which conceals the flex. Additional link 
hooks, £42, are available. The Brampton Table Lamp, £660, has a sturdy 
base and a swivel arm for comfortable reading. It is useful by a four-
poster bed, sofa or armchair. The Sapperton Single Arm Wall Light, £144, 
looks especially handsome hung either side of a mirror or fireplace.
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Enter our free draw to win a 
Larder Cupboard for your kitchen 

THE WHITE 

KITCHEN COMPANY

thewhitekitchencompany.com
info@thewhitekitchencompany.com  01604 821003

Quote and buy your cabinets online. Guaranteed Quality. Trade Prices

At The White Kitchen Company we’re 
all about helping you build the kitchen 
you’ve always dreamed of at trade 
prices. That’s why we’re o� ering to 
do your kitchen quote for you and 
give you the opportunity to win our 
exquisitely handcrafted wooden larder 
cupboard.

To enter our larder cupboard giveaway 
send your kitchen design to 
info@thewhitekitchencompany.com

We will send you a quote for the cost of your 
handmade wooden cupboards and also enter you into 
our larder cupboard prize draw.
O� er valid from 3 February 2016 until 10 April 
2016 *T&Cs apply.

The White furniture FP EHUK MAR16.indd   1 25/01/2016   13:23

mailto:info@thewhitekitchencompany.com
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See the full collection at www.brintons.co.uk and order your free samples now. 

making the world a more beautiful place

The Timorous Beasties collection by Brintons Carpets

by design

beauty

English_Home_February_Brintons.indd   1 22/01/2016   10:28Untitled-74   1 22/01/2016   10:55
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